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Preface 
The present thesis t iit it lcct "A Study of Geometry of Submanifolds and Submer-
sions" deals with the problem of sti1,►iersi(Wn of generic 5abinanifolcls of a Kac'liler nial1-
ifol(l and the ,tuclV of Riemannian suhtnwrsions putting conditions on the fibres (closed 
5tib►naWifo1(ls of total ivanifold of the scthulersi(in) of the submersions of Kachler and 
Weary- l~aehlcr IllaiiIfol(1s ont() HimlaI11ian tflaniE(il(l~. 
The theory of suhluanif(>lds as a field of differential geometry is 01(1 as differential 
geoinetry itself, begini►ing with the theory of curves and surfaces. The theory of sill)- 
Iuanifolds of an altuo st Hermit Ian manifold has been one of the Iuost interesting topic 
in differential gcorll('trv, as its ahi]Crit complex stI•luctiirt' carries a vector into a Vector 
perpendicular to it. which naturally give rise to two classes of subinanifulds. viz., in-
variant (or ho1oincrpNie) and tutti-itivariauit (or totally real) snbtiaulifolels. In the first 
case. the tangent space of snhmanifeikis remains invariant under .1 whereas in the later, 
it goes to norinal space. 1'hc study of complex 5ehinanifcicu of a Kaehler manifold with 
a geometric point of VieWr (i.e.. with ciRpbivsis on the Riemannian metric) was initiated 
by E. C'alabi and others (cf. E. (`alahi. 1953: K. Yano, 1965 etc.). On the other hand. 
the st>ult• of totally real s>Ihlnanifol(ls was initial e1 in the early 1971)'s (cf. B. Y. Chen 
and N. Ogitic, 197-1; B. Y. C'hemi. C. S. Hottth and 11. S. Luc. 1977: G. D. Ludclen, M. 
Okntmiara and K. Yano. 1975: F. I"rhano. 1979: K. Yano and M. Koim. 1976a. 1976h etc.). 
Since then Inane differential geometers have contrirorted Inane interesting results in the 
subject. A. Bejancii (1978/79) provided a single setting to study these siiMi1anifoltt5 by 
introducing ('R-subm anifokis of a Kaehler manifold. In fact. a C'11-suinnallifolcl is en-
dowed with two orthogonal conlplemetltary (list.ributionss such that one is holoWwrphic 
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and the other is totally real. The study of these submanifolds not only play an important 
role in many diverse areas of differential geometry and relativity (K. L. Duggal, 1986: R. 
Penrose. 1978/83) but also in mechanics (P. Libermann and C. M. Marie, 1987). In fact, 
it has been realized that on it subnianifold of an almost complex manifold, the totally real 
distribution is isotropic and its complementary distribution is symplectic (P. Libermann 
and C. M. Marie. 1987). Thus. the integrability of the distributions D and Dl on a 
CR-submanifold help in finding the solutions of corresponding differential equations on 
a manifold. So far as its geometric point of view is concerned, the study received the 
attention of a wide circle of mathematicians like B. Y. Chen, K. Sekigawa, A. Cray and 
A. Bejaiicit etc. A sigi►iliceciit contributions is made by B. Y. Own by giving Somme clas.5i-
fieat.ion theorems and by generalizing scnuc classical results. Since then the subject has 
been attracting a lot of differential geotucters. Later various k ' ioralization of the notion 
were obtained namely generic submanifolds, slant and semi-slant siibnianifolds in Kaehler 
as well as in contact setting (cf. B. Y. Cheti. 1981. 1990: N. Papaghiuc. 1994 etc.). 
Suppose t hat Al and Al be two fl ieniannian manifolds of dimension in and n respec-
tively such that All is isometrically immersed in 111. then naturally in < n. If we reverse 
this inequality, then we look at the structure of C"-map f ::1I -* Al. as suggested by 
the natural examples (i) the projection map 7r : TA! -a .11, where Tll1 is the tangent 
bundle of Al. (ii) T :.11 —* B for any principal fibre bundle with base manifold B and 
total space Al. This type of problem was first studied by B. O'Neill in 1966 by the name 
submersion. 
A submersion zr naturally gives rise t.o two distributions on .11. called the horizontal 
and vertical distributions respectively, of which the vertical distribution is always inte-
grable giving rise to the fibres of the submersion which are ciuseci siihmauifolds of Al. 
For a ('R-sitbmanifold Al of a Kachler manifold Al. the distrilnit ion "Dl is integrable (A. 
I3ejancu 1978/79). S. Kobayashi (1987) observed the similarity net wwween t lie total space of 
submersion it : AI —* B and the C.'1?-submmnifold Al of a Kaehtor manifold Al in terms of 
the distributions. Thus he considered the submersion it : M -4 B of a CR-subnianifold .11 
of a Kaehler manifold Al onto an almost, Hermitian manifold 13 such that the distributions 
D and Dl of Al become respectively the horizontal and vertical distributions required by 
the submersion ir and -7r restricted to D becomes an isometry which preserves the complex 
V 
structures, that is. J'ur, _ :,.oJ on D. where .1 and J' are the almost complex struc-
tures of _11 and B respectively. He has shown that under this situation B is necessarily a 
Kaeliler manifold and obtained the relation between hololnorphic sectional curvatures of 
.11 restricted to D and that of B. Further, this study has been extended by S. Deshllnikh, 
S. Ali and S. I. 1lusain in 1988, in which they obtained the relations between the Ricci 
curvatures and the scalar curvatures of it Kaeliler manifold and the base manifold. 
The generalization of an existing idea is a very important tool for the advancement 
in the field of science and technology. The present thesis has been written on the sallle 
basis. 
The work carried out in this thesis tali be ciescrilx cl a l'c>]lows: 
(i) to prove results on submersion of it C'R-subnlanifold of a Kaaehler manifold and 
utilize the same to prove results on the submersion of generic subnlanifuld of a Kaehler 
manifold. (Chapter 2) 
(ii) to prove results on anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from almost Hermitian 
manifolds. (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) 
(iii) to introduce the notion of generic Riemannian submersion which generalizes the 
semi-invariant Riemannian submersions and to prove sonic results on such submersions. 
(Chapter 5) 
As mentioned earlier, the present thesis consists of live chapters and each chapter 
is divided into various sections. The mathematical relations obtained in the text have 
been labeled with double decimal nuini n'ring. The first figure denotes the chapter iiuiii- 
her. Second rel>res'irts the section and t 	third point out the i~Iliber of the Definition 
(or Letutua/1'rolpositioll/Theorein/Corullary/Reiiiaric) as the case max' be. For example, 
111k1( rein 1.2.3 refers to the third tlleoreln of second section in the first chat)ter. 
:\S usual. Chapter 1 is introcluctorff in nature wherein we have discussed some struc-
tures on nlanllo1c1~. theory of submanifolds and sonic of the results in the geometry of 
CI?-submanifulcis and generic subIllanifolds. Since the whole thesis is devoted to the study 
of geonlctry of sul)nlanifolds through submersions, the chapter ends with tl>e basic theory 
and results of Riemannian sul)IdePsions. 
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In chapter 2. we have made an effort to give some more result on the submersion 
of CR-submanifolds of a Kachler manifold onto an almost Hermitian manifold and to 
deal with the similar questions for the submersion of a generic submattifold of a Kaehler 
manifold. In the first section of this chapter we give some fundamental results on CR-
submersions which are given by S. Kobayashi and prove a number of decomposition theo-
rems on such submersions by imposing conditions on CR-tit1l)Il1a11lfold and its distribution. 
In section 2. we study the submersion of a generic submanifold :11 of a Naehler manifold 
1I onto an almost Hermitian manifold B and prove that B is necessarily a Kaehler mani-
fold in this case which is siniilar to the case of CR-submersions, and obtain decomposition 
theorem for generic subniatiifold. Also we have obtained the relation between the holo- 
morphic sectional curvatures of Al restricted to D and that of B. In the last section, we 
give the relation between sectional curvatures of Al and fibres lip• imposing the condition 
on the fibres. The contents of this chapter are partially published in Global Journal of 
Advanced Research on Classical and Modern Geometries. 
Recently, B. Sahin has introduced the notion of anti-invariant Riemannian submersion 
from an almost Hermitian manifold onto a Riemannian manifold under the assumption 
that fibers are anti-invariant with respc(t to the almost complex structure of the almost 
Hermitian manifold. In turn, this assumption implies that the horizontal distril)Ut.ion 
which arise due to the submersion is not completely invariant under the action of the 
almost complex structure of the total space of such a submersion contrary to the outcome 
of the concept. of an almost Hermitian submersion which shows that both the vertical 
and horizontal distributions are invariant inkier J. He has iiained this submersion as 
anti-invariant Riemannian submersion. In fact, he studies the anti-invariant Riemannian 
submersion by choosing the total space to be a Kaehler manifold. In general, the almost. 
Hermitian submersions are used to describe the geometry of the base manifolds (R. H. 
Jr. Escobales, 1978; B. \Vatitson 1976). NN-hile the anti-invariant Riemannian submersions 
serve to describe the geometry of total space. 
It is %veil known that. every Kaehler manifold is nearly I{aeliler but the converse 
is not true in general. A. Gray has pointed out that like Kaehler manifolds, nearly 
Kaehler manifolds also have rich geometrical as well as topological properties. In fact, 
for the converse to hold it is necessary that the almost complex structure .1 should be 
vii 
integrable. A nearly Kaehler structure on a manifold therefore provides an interesting 
study with different geometric point of view A. Gray 1966/70). Consequently the study 
of subnwrsions of a nearly Imlchler manifold vis-a-vis that of Kaehler manifold assumes 
significance ill the study of sitbiiersioh~. 
In chapter :i we extend the notion of anti-invariant and Langrangian Riemannian 
submersion to the case when the total manifold is nearly l~aehler. Itl the first section. we 
define anti-invariant Rie1l1aln1laIl submmeTsiots and LaugTranglanl Biemanniall submersions 
which are given by B. Sahin (201(J) and obtain equivalent conditions for the int.egra.bilit.y 
of the horizontal (list rfhut ion for such submersions while it is noted that the vertical dis-
tribution is always integrable. Section 2 (-teals with the differential geoluet.ry of the leaves 
the two distributions and also it gives the characterizations for the totally- geodesicness 
of these (-list ribitl ioll". III section 3. we obtain decomposition t1leorerns for anti-invariant. 
and Lailhra11giaI1 Riemannian subnmersioI1- in terllls, of the second fundamental form of 
such submersions. The contents of this chapter are partially published in Journal of Ten-
s(,r Society. India. 
Chapter 4 deals with the saute problem of such subtitersions from nearly K<lehler, 
Nachler and in general allmust Hermitian manifolds by split tilig VJ into two parts. namely, 
the horizontal and the vertical part., introducing two new tensors P and Q. and investigate 
the geonletry of the foliation's of the two distributions in terllls of P and Q. \Ve obtain 
the tlecessary and sufficient conditions for a L ngrattglaii RiemUannnnial1 submersion to be 
totally geodesic. The decomposition theorems for the total manifold of the submersion 
are also obtained. "I he contents of this chaster are accepted for publication in i' ilomat. 
In 2011. B. Sahin has introduced the fl( t1ol1 of seI li-invariant Riemannian submer-
sions as a generalization of almost Hermitian) submersions and anti-invari,clIit ueltmIinlan 
submersions. In chapter 5. we introduce the notion of a submersion from an almost Her-
I1litian manifold onto a IZielmlnlin.It manifold under the assumption that fibers are generic 
subnlanifolds of the total space and call it as a generic Riemannian submersion. and one 
can sees it as a generalization of semi-invariant. Riemannian sutbmersions. In section 1. 
We give the defiltition cif generic Biemanniann sIUtmrsiol and Drove sonic basic results. 
Section 2 deals with the integrahilit,v conditions of the (distributions D1 and Dz , %%,here 
DI and D2 are (list ribut lolls oil tllc, fibres and eve discuss the totally geodesicness of the 
viii 
leaves of the distributions. We also find necessary and sufficient. conditions for a generic 
Riemannian submersion to be a totally geodesic map. In the last section of this chapter 
we have given some decomposition theorems for the fibres as well as the total space of 
generic Riemannian submersion. The contents of this chapter are accepted for publication 
in Tani kang Journal of Mathematics. 
In the end. a comprehensive bibliography with the aiithors' name in alphabetical 
order is given enlisting books and papers which have been referred to in the thesis. 
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Introduction 
The present thesis is devoted partially to the study of generic eubmanifolds through 
submersions and in general the Riemannian submersions from almost Hermitian manifolds 
putting conditions on the fibres of the subxnersious. Our primary concern is to make 
the thesis self contained as much as possible. so we introduce basic concepts, preliminary 
notions and some fundamental results that are required for the development of the subject. 
In this chapter we discuss the manifolds admitting different structures (e.g.. Kaehler, 
nearly Karhler etc.), theory of submanifolds, CR-submanifolds and generic submanifolds 
of Kaeliler manifolds- Also we discuss those aspects of submersion which we shall be using 
in our subsequent chapters. 
Although most of these results are readily available in review articles and some in 
standard hooks, e.g., S. Kohnyashi and K. Nomizu, 1963, 1969; B. Y. Chen, 1973: K. 
Yano and M. Eon. 1934 and A. Bejancu. 1986 etc., neverthless we have collected them to 
fix up out terminology and for ready references. 
1.1 Structures on Manifolds 
The geometry of differentiahle manifolds i., revealed by knowing the Riemannian stntc-
ture, i.e., a positive definite inner product on the tangent bundle of the miuiifuld- Ilmher 
information can he had by knowing the additional structures on the manifold. Fbr -
ample, a complex manifold Ls endowed with a (1,1)-tensor field J whose square is minus 
unity, i.e., .P = —id, an almost Hermititan manifold ATt is equipped with a Riemannian 
metric g satisfying g(JX.JY) = g(X, Y) for X, Y E k(M).  where X(bT) is the Lie al-
gebra of vector fields. This was first observed by A. Weill in 1947, and Ehresmann then 
1 
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studied even dimensional manifolds endowed with such a structure and call them almost 
complex manifolds. Naturally every complex manifold is an almost complex manifold 
but the converse is not, true. This then led to the study of the geometry of Riemannian 
manifolds with different structures defined in terms of tensuiial equations. viz.. almost 
Hermitian and almost complex manifolds. Kaehler and nearly Kaehler manifolds etc. 
By a Riemannian metric g on a manifold \f. we mean a map p --> g,,, where gp is 
a positive definite inner product on the tangent space Tp.11. We require this neap to be 
smooth in the sense that the function 
P —* g~j(1)) = 9p Jai I P a I,') 
is smooth for all i, j for any chart on lll. This smoothness condition is same as requir-
ing that for all vector fields X. Y on Al. >> --> g(X. Yp ) is smooth. On a paracompact. 
manifold. there exists a smooth Riemannian metric and by fundamental theorem of Rie-
mannian geometry, there exists a unique connection on the manifold compatible with the 
Riemannian metric, known as Riemannian connection or Levi-Civita connection. 
Iii what follows we shall take a differentiable manifold. that is. connected and para-
compact so that, it is always endowed with it Riemannian metric and a Riemannian con-  
nect ion. 
Definition 1.1.1. A 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold t! is said to be an almost 
roinplcx manifold if it admits a (1. 1)-tensor field J satisfying J l = —hi. 
Definition 1.1.2. .1 Riemannian metric g on an almost complex manifold itif is called a 
11c77nritiau Inct7 -1C if it satisfies 
g(.IX. JY) = g(X. Y), 	 (1.1.1) 
for all X. Y E 
On an almost complex manifold there always exists it Hermitian metric provided it 
is paraconipact. An almost. complex manifold (resp. a complex manifold) equipped with 
a Hermitian metric is called an almost Hermitian manifold (resp. a Hermitian manifold). 
Thus an almost Hermitian manifold Al is assumed to he endowed with an almost complex 
structure J, a Hermitian metric g and a Levi-Civita connection V. 
The Levi-Civita connection V of the almost Hermitian manifold P can be extended to 
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the whole tensor algebra on .11 and in this -, av we obtain tensor field like ('7..J ) and that 
(VJ)1" _ ~ r .11' — JVxY 	 (1.1.2) 
for all X. Y E 
Definition 1.1.3.  AT. Yano and M. lion, 1981). If the Themnannian- connection. V on. an 
(irr u.'t coinplt x inanifold (.11, J) wi.tli 1-lernnitian- metric g leat'es J parallel, i.e., 
.1)Y = 0 
ror. cq?rit'alently. 
(1.1.3) 
 
for all .V. Y E (.11). them _ll r called a Kaehler manifold. 
 
:1 more general and geometrically interesting class of almost Hermitian manifolds is 
that of nearly Iiachler manifolds. !1 nearly Kachler st.ructure. on an almost. Hermitian 
inautifolcl is given by a weaker condition than it Iiaeliler one. The definition is foriiittlated 
as  
Definition 1.1.4. If the almost complex. structure J of an almost Hermitian manifold :11 
sate t;cs 
(VJ)Y 	 V JIX = 0. 	 (1.1.4) 
for all X. Y E (ill). then .11 is called a mirrrrllj Kaehler manifold. 
The geometrical meaning of tiearly Kaehler condition is that the geodesics on the 
illaiiifolds are holoniorphically planar curves. 
It is clear that a Kaehler manifold is nearly Kaehler but the converse is not, true in general. 
So far as non-Kaehler nearly Kaehler manifolds are concerned, one of the most prominent 
example is that of Sc'. Sc' with usual almost complex structure is nearly Kuchler but not 
Kaehler. This is so because the almost complex struct mire J of 56 is not integrable where 
as for Kachler manifolds it turns out to be integrable (cf. T. Fukami and S. Ishihara. 
1955: A. Gray. 1966, 1969. 1970). 
Given a I7iemannian manifold 111 . the curvature tensor R of .11 is defim (l by 
where V is the Riemannian connection oni M. , . denote the usual Lie bracket of vector 
fields. It is a 2-forth with values in Eud(T.11j. \Vitic the saiiie symbol R we define the 
4 	 Chapter 1. Introduction 
corresponding quaciilinear form as 
li?(X. Y; Z, 1V) = g(I?(X. Y)Z, 14'), 	 (1.1.5) 
for all X. Y. Z. 11' E k(11I). 
For the Kaehler manifold Al. the curvature tensor R satisfies the following conditions: 
1(J X. JY) = 1>'(X. Y). 	 (1.1.6) 
R(X. V ).JZ = JR(X. Y)Z. 	 (1.1.7) 
1?(JX, JY, JZ..111') = R(X, Y, Z. lt'). 	 (1.1.8) 
The, sectional curvature of the plane (by a plane we mean a 2-diii nit)nal subspace 
of the tangent space) determined by the orthogonal vectors X. Y is defined by 
K (X, Y) = g(R(X. Y)Y, X). 
In case of an almost. Hermitian manifold Al, the almost complex structure J is skew-
svnimet ric with respect to the Hermitian metric g making {X, JX } an ort honorinal frame 
for any unit. vector X. and {X, JX } generates a plane. The sectional elirvat tire li (X, JX ) 
is denoted by H(X) and is called the holonwrpllic sectional curvature. 
1.2 Stibmanifolds 
If an In-(liiWensiona1 differentiable inau)ifolcl Al admits an embedding f : Al —* Al into 
an n-dimensional differentiable manifold fI, then Al is said to be a subinanifold of Al. 
Naturally, in < u. 
If Al is a Riemannian manifold. the Riemannian met ric y of Al induces a Riemannian 
metric (which is also denoted by the same letter g) on Al given by 
9(f.X. f.Y) = g(X.1"), 
for any X. Y E I'(TA1), where f. is the differential of f. We shall at times be writing 
emile X for J'  A'. where meaning Is obvious in the given context. 
When only local questions are involved, we can identify Tar with f.(T.11) through 
the isomorphism f.. Hence a tangent vector in T.11 tangent to Al means tangent vector 
which is the image of an element in TA! under f.. More generally, a C-cross section of 
the restriction of T111 on Al shall be called a vector field of .Cl on Al. Hence, for every 
point. p E Al, the tangent. space Tf (1 )A1 of Al admits the following decomposition: 
1.2. Subrnanifolds 
T f ,, P „ .11 - T, 11 	Tl; .11. 
where Tp Al is the tangent space oi' ,1l at p and T -- .\I denotes the orthogonal complement. 
of Tp.11 in Tf t ,, ) .lI consisting of all vectors normal try M. 
Let V be the RieII1annial1 connection of :1I. Then V induces the connections V and 
~•- on .11 and on the normal bundle T-.11 respectively, and these connections are related 
by t11e Gauss and \Viengarten fornllae 
VxY - V•Y + h(X. Y) 	 (1.2.1) 
V/yy = -AX +V.~~ (1.2.2) 
where X. 	are the tangent vector fields on .11 and S is the normal vector field on .11, h 
an l .1< are the second fundamental form aticl \Veiiigart.en nlap respectively and they obey 
the following relation: 
9(h(X. V).~) = 9(A~X. Y). 	 (1.2.3) 
The curvat tire tensors corresponding to the connections V. n and V are denoted 
l).• R. 11 and 1?- resl)ec•tively and we have the following equations due to Gauss. Codazzi 
and Ricci (B. Y. Chen, 1973): 
11(,x. }': Z. 11') = R( i. Y. Z. IF) - g(h(X. lt•). tr(Y. Z)) + g(h(X. Z). h(Y, 11')), (1.2.4) 
`R(.l. }')Z]-'- = (C'!rl(}'.l,) - (Vic)(,A". Z1 
	
(1.2.5) 
(1.2.6) 
where ,11(.x. }•)Zj1 denotes the normal component of R(X. Y)Z and (V',v Ii) (y, Z) is given 
1n• 
(Vx1i)(Y• Z) = V L•h(Y. Z) - h(7Y, Z) - h(Y, V,k Z), 	(1.2.7) 
for X. } , Z, 11 tangent to :11 and C . C' are the vector fields normal to .t1. 
WVe observe that the geonletrN• of the submanifoids heavily (lei)an(ls on the second 
hlnclamental form. Thus we have the following classes of stlhlnanifolds: 
Definition 1.2.1. (B. Y. ('hen. 197.1). .4 .,ubmamfold Al for which the second funda-
it n;tul fm-nt It is idr7tlicall j zero on .11, i.s called a totally geodesic subinaitifold. 
Definition 1.2.2. (13. 1'. Chin. 1973). A suhmanifold .11 is called totally umbilical if its 
second fun dainr ntat foam 11 .crti.cfies 
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h('X. I') = g(X, Y)H. 	 (1.2.8) 
for any X, Y E r(TM). That is, .Second fundamental joirrn is proportional to the first 
fundamental amental orm, where H = 	1 
cliin.11 
(trace h), and is called the mean curvature vector 
field. 
Definition 1.2.3. (B. Y. Clhen, 1973). A subnaanifold Al is called minimal if the mean 
curvature vector vanishes identically. i.e.. H = 0. 
Let 111111 = n. If we set. e = H/ct. then we observe that for totally umbilical subman-
ifold Al of :11 the formulae of Gauss and Weingarten take the following forms: 
G'xY = V 'VY + (Ig(X. Y)e. 
V x~ _ y.  ')X + V. 
A distribution D of dimension r on a manifold Al is an assignment to each point 
p E Al, an r-dimensional linear subspace D,, of Tp:ll. A vector field X is said to belong 
to D if Xp E D}, for every point. p E Al. The distribution D is said to be differentiable 
if for any point p of :11 has a neighborhood U and r-differentiable vector fields. say, 
X 1 , X2, .... X,.. which form a basis of Del at every point q E U. The set X i , X2 , .... Xr 
is called a local basis for D in U. Froiii now on. all distributions are supposed t.o be 
differentiable of class C'° 
Definition 1.2.4. The distribution. D is said to be iniolub.e if A. Yi E F(D) for oil 
vector lc, !d., X. Y E I'(D). 
A connected subnianifold Al of :1I is said to be integral manifold of D if for every 
point 1) E Al, Dp coincides wit lithe tangent space of .11 at 1), i.e., f„ (Tr,A1) = Dr„ where f 
is the embedding of Al into Q. If there is no other integral manifold of D which contains 
Al. then .11 is called a maximal integral manifold or leaf of D. The distribution D is said 
to be integrable if for every p E Al there exists an integral manifold of D containing p. 
Then the well known theorem of Frobeniiis is stated as follows: 
Theorem 1.2.1. (S. Kobayashi and K. Xorn.itiic, 1963/69). Each inc'olutiz'e distribution 
is integrable. Moreover, through every point. h E Al there passes a unique maximal integral 
manifold of D and every other integral manifold containing 1) is an open subman.ifold of 
the maximal one. 
1.3. su1)hlanjfolds of an Almost I-1erinlitiall Manifold 
A dlbIHaWifOl,t lI of 1I is called amo- parllel if for each vector AT E F(1,:11) and 
for each curve -,, E 11. the parallel displacement of A along curve -,• (with respect to the 
affille cOnncrtic)ll 7 of .11) yields a vector tangent to .11. Thus. a distribution on .11 is 
auto-parallel (or simply parallel) if ~'.,-~'' E F(D) for each X. Y E F(D). 
If a distribution D on .11 is parallel, then it is clearly integrable and by Gauss formula 
the leaves of D are totally geodesic in M. If D is parallel and its orthogonal colnplenlentarygy 
clist ribut ion D1 is also parallel then If is locally the product of the leaves of D and Dl 
1.3 SUbmanifolds of all Aliiiost Hermitian -Mani old 
The iibliianifolds of almost complex imianifolds have additional advantage because of the 
peculiar behavior of t lie almost complex tit rtict tire which when acts on a vector transforms 
it 1Ilto it vector 1erpendlcslar to the given vector. Throughout this section we iLssume 
that .11 is all almost Hermitian manifold of complex dimension it with almost complex 
structure J and Iserniitial1 metrii• q. Let .1l 1 be an :fl-(lilIlensioIlal 13.ietnalli iall Inallifuld 
isometrically iImImIiertieel in :11. For any point 1) E .11 and U E F(T11), decmmli)osing IL' 
into t<1ngential and normal parts as 
.IC'=PU+E . 	 (1.3.1) 
t hat is PC' E F(T.II) and FU E r(TJ-' :11). Then P is an enC1ol11orl)hltinl and F is a 
normal valued 1-o Irlum on 1.11. l'lw 1.1)-tensor field induced from the efldOunOrpllislul P 
and the linear dilfVrmntial fcfrlrr iniloiceci from F are denoted 1w the same symbols P and 
F respectively. 
`iiiiil<irly. for any vector S normal to .\I. we put 
J~-t~-J• 	 (1.3.2) 
with is and f s as tangential and normal component of •I respectively, then f is it (1.1)- 
tensor field and I is a tangential valued 1-form on T' \I. 
The covariant differentiation of the tensors P . F. I asses f are defined respectively as 
= V c•P1' -I'V 	[". (1.3.3) 
- (1.3.4) 
(C?(t) -Vt 	-ICS (1.3.5) 
(Vc.f) _ Vif - fC'c~.~. (1.3.6) 
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for any U. t' E F(T.11) and E F(T -.\l). 
Since the almost complex structure .1 c►n an almost Il(;rnmit.ian ivanifold carries a 
vector field to a vector field which is perpendicular to the given vector field, this theta leads 
to the definitions of invariant i holoinorphic) and aiiti-invariant (totally real) submanifolds. 
Definition 1.3.1. (K. Yano and Al. Non, 1976). A .sulirnan.ifold Al of an almost complex 
manifold .11 is said to be invariant (or holonnorphic) if JT p.1I C TI for each. p E .I. 
Definition 1.3.2. (K. Yano and Al. lion, 1976). .A subinanifold .1I of an almost complex 
manifold Al is said to be a-nf i-invariant (or totally real) if JTT) A-f C T l  Al for every p E Al. 
An invariant subtnanifold inherits almost all properties of the ambient manifold and 
so the studs' of invariant suhm.anifolds is not so interesting from the point of view of the ge-
omet.ry of the submanifolds. On the other hand the theory of anti-invariant submanifolds 
ha.s becu pioved to be it very interesting; topic in modern differential geometry. 
A. Bejanctt considered a new class of submanifolds of an almost complex manifold of 
which the above classes become the particular cases, and he ranted this class of subman-
ifolds its CR-suhmanifolds. Because of its importance (as it generalizes both invariant 
and anti-invariant. submanifolds) it attracted the attention of many mathematicians, and 
have become the subject of extensive rcsear('lI. 
Definition 1.3.3. (.4. Bejancu. 1978(1). :1 subm.anifold .11 of an almost Hermitian 7nan-
fold .fI is said to be a CR-subinanifold of AI if there exist on ill too orthogonal comn- 
plPmentary distributions D : p —* D,, C T,,A1 and D : p 	DJ; C T1,.1I such that the 
following conditions are satisfied 
(i) The distribution D is invariant (or Itolomntorphic) under .I, i.e.. JP, = Dl, for each 
pE.11_ 
(ii) The distribution D is anti-invariant (or totally real), i.e., JD j; C T' .11. where 
T'Al is the normal bundle of .11 in Al. 
The CR-suhmanifold Al is said to be proper if neither D = 0, nor D' = 0. 
For the integrability of D and D'- we have the following: 
Leniiiia 1.3.1. (B. 1'. Clt.en, 1981x). The horizontal distribution D of CR-.subrnanifold 
Al of a Koehler manifold :11 is integrable if and only if 
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11(X, J}') = 11(JX. Y). 
for any, X. Y E r(D). 
Lemma 1.3.2. % B. Y. Chen. 198Th). The distribution D- of CR-subrnanifold of a 
1laehler manifold Al is always integrable and Ail-11 _ ,,a.rjt.j.' for any V, it E I'(D1). 
Theorem 1.3.1. X11. Y. ('hen. 1981x). Let _11 be a C'R-subco.anifold of a Kachler manifold 
11. Titcri 
(i) The distribntiunn D is integrable aiul its leaves are totally geodesic in AI if and only 
rf 
g(h(D. D). .ID') = 0. 
(ii) The cusj.r•ibutiOW D- is in.!eytuble and its leaves are totally geodesic in :11 if and only 
if 
g(h(D. P - ,..JD- ) = 0. 
Definition 1.3.4. TI FF- horizontal distribution D (respectively z•ertual distribution Dl) 
is sarrl to be parallel with respect, to Riemannian conn.(-ction 7 on .11 if V,tY E F(D) 
(respectively V1,11' E r(D-'- )) for any vector fields X, 1' E T'(D) (respectively V. 11' E 
I-(D! )). 
Definition 1.3.5. (B. Y. ('hen, 1981a). .1 .subina.nifold :11 of an almost Hermitian 
m ciiifvld :1I is said to be C'R-product if it is locally a Riemannian product of a holomorphic 
subntanifold :111 crrtrl a totally real subrnanifold :11- of :11. 
Obviously. a C'/l-product is a C'1?-5lI1)IllaIllfol(l Where as it C R-suhma.nifold is a CR-
product if and on1~' if the distributions D and D1 are i►Ivolinive and their leaves are 
totally geodesic in M. or equivalently D aIlci D' are parallel on .11. i.e., V x Y E r(D) 
and Vlt' E F(D ) for all X. V E F(D) and Z. IV E F(D-'- ). 
Definition 1.3.6. (.-I. Bejancu. 1986). .4 CR-strbnianfold .11 of a Kachlcr manifold :11 
is said to to by D-totally geodesic if 
11_'V. V 1 = 0. 
for any .V, Y E F(D). 
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Definition 1.3.7. (A. Bejancu. 1986). A CR-submanifold ,11 of a Kaehler manifold Al 
is sn.id to b D--totally geodesic if 
h(V. IV) = 0. 
for any U. IF e F(D1). 
Definition 1.3.8. (A. Bcjancu, 1986). A CR-subinanifold It! of a Kaehler manifold M 
is called Iii xcd totally geodesic if 
h(X, l') = 0, 
for any X E r(D) and V E 
Now we have the following characterization for mixed totally geodesicness of CR-
subnmanifolds: 
Lemma 1.3.3. (A. Bejancu, 1979). A CR-submanifold .11 of a Kaehler manifold !ll 
is sand totally geodesic if and only if AX E F(D) (respectirely .AX E f (D1 )) for 
X E h(D) !n-spect.ively X E I'(D1)) and E h(T - .11). 
Leinnia 1.3.4. (A. Bejancu, 1979). Let .11 be a mixed totally geodesic CR-submanifold 
of a Kaehler manifold W. Then 
for any X E F(D) and E F(Tl:ll). 
Definition 1.3.9. (A. Bejancu, 1979). A CR-submanifold Al of a Kaehler manifold .1I 
is called foliate if the horizontal distribution is integrable. 
For foliate CR-submanifold. we have 
Lemma 1.3.5. (A. Be. jancu, 1979). Let Af be a foliate CR-snbmanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold Al. If Al is mixed totally geodesic, then 
.1Acx = —A;.ix. 
for any X E r(D) and E F(T'Al). 
Definition 1.3.10. (A. Bejancu. 1979). The vertical distribution D- is called parallel 
along the horizontal distribution D if 
v v E 
for X E T(D) and V E I (D'). 
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There is vet another generalization of CN-suomanifold-, known as generic subman-
1 . These dllWnalifo1l~ are defined by relaxing the condition on the complementary 
(list ribut ion of holonlorpltic (listril)lt ion. 
Definition 1.3.11. j1?. Y. Chen. 1981c). Let .11 he a rcal submanifold of an almost 
HeraN,z nianrolr1 .11, and let DI, = T11 n JTr, \I be the maximal holomorphic subspace 
of Tr ,(.11). If D : p —' DI, defines a smooth boloiHoip1ri( distribution M. then .11 is called 
a generic subTnanifold of .11. 
The con1lIcrirentarY (list ribut ion D" cif D is called purelY real distribution on :11. A 
generic submanlifold is it ('N-subunanifold if the purely real distrihimion on :t1 is totally 
real. A purely real (list ril)ution D° on it generic sul)nlanifold .11 is called proper if it is not 
totally real. A generic sul)uuanifold is called proper if purely real distribution is proper. 
On a generic submanifold .11 of an almost Hermitian manifold ill, the tangent bundle 
TM and the normal bundle T",11 are dec otllpo~ed as 
T.11 = D = D° , 	 (1.3.7) 
1 
(1.3.8) 
where v is the orthogonal complementary distribution to FD" in T' It! and is invariant 
under J. "l h,at rrir;> .1c = f1c for each 5 E F(v), where as fS E I'(FD°) for each 
s E r(F'D"). \Iorc()v(-r. there are some easy observations which are as follows: 
(a) FD = {O}, (b) PD = D, 
(c) PDc' C D° , (d) t(T=.11) = D". 
For P. F. t and f we have the following relations: 
(cc) P='+tF =-1. (f) f 2 -.-Ft=-1. 
~y) FP f1•'=0. (ft) tf +Pt = U. 
For the integrability of D and D". we have 
Theorem 1.3.2. (I3. Y. Cheri.. 1981O. The holomoiplue r1i.stribzifi,Qn, D on grner7c sub-
manifold JI of a Kacldcr manifold 111 is involutn'e if and only if 
c)(h(rV . JY). FZ) = grl,(.JX, Y). FZ). 
for any vector fields X. Y E F(D) and Z E F(D°) 
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Theorem 1.3.3. (B. Y. Chen.. 1981c). The purely real distribution D° on a generic 
submanifold .1I of a Kaehler manifold fl is involutive if and only if 
— v~t-PZ r A1.Zti% — Ai.,u ,Z E F(D° ). 
for any ? ,cctor field Z, [t' E F(D°). 
With regard to the totally geodesicness of the canonical distributions on a generic 
submanifold :11. we have 
Theorem 1.3.4. (13. Y. Chen, 1981c). Let Al be a generic submanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold M. Then 
(i) If D is integrable then the leaves of D are totally geodesic in :1I if and only if 
g(h(D. D), FD° ) = U. 
(ii) If D° is integrable then leaves of D° are totally geodesic in Al if and only if 
g(h.(D. D° ), FD° ) = U. 
Definition 1.3.12. (B. Y. Chen, 1981c). A generic submanifold Al of an almost Hermi-
tian manifold :I1 is said to be generic product submanifold if it locally a Riemannian prod-
uct of the leaves of D and D° . In this case. Vb.X E r(D), or equivalently. Ci,Z E r(D°) 
for all U E r(T_11), X E F(D) and Z E r(D° ). 
1.4 Some Basics of Submersions 
Since the thesis is devoted to the study of submersions, in this section we shall briefly 
describe submersion of a Riemannian manifold Al onto a Riemannian manifold B. 
First we recall that given two Riemannian manifolds (Al, q) and (lll.g) of dimension 
nt and n respectively, then by an isometric immersion we mean a C °-map f : ( Al,g) —> 
(R1, g) such that 
(i) g(f.X, f.Y) = g(X. Y). for any X, Y E ['(TM), 
(ii) f, is injective. forcing nn < n, 
where f. is the differential of f. 
It is natural to think of replacing injectivity by surjectivity (and thus in > n) as 
suggested by the natural examples. 
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(t) r, : T 11 —* .11, where r is the projection and T.11 is the tangent bundle of Al. 
(ii) r : P --> Al for aliv lmii('il)1c fibre bundle with base manifold .11 and total space P. 
In 1 	. ft O Neill 	r thy , t ist tittle sriIrliu(1 tins probleltl ltnol«~r thr indite' of slibli1wpr,-1 0l1. 
Definition 1.1.1. 13. U .V ill. 1966j. L,t .11 end 13 be ('` ilicmenniun nuwifold.5. A 
C'' -map ;: ::11 —r B of a Riemiuraian manifold Al onto a Riemannian manifold B is 
called a Riemnurtnaun submersion if tt satt,fif 
(i) :,, is onto, i.e., the map has rrcu:rmial rank. 
For all b E B, it '(b) is a closed submanifold of .11 of dimension= dirn.11— dimB. The 
submanifolds 7. -'(b) urc culled fibca.s. %''ectnrs tureyc ut to the ftha•s urti• called qcittonl aoctor 
fields and those vectors on .11 ?vhieh arc orthogonal to the fiber.s are called horizontal. 
(ii) The differential 7r, preserves the length of the horizontal rectors, i.e., 
gqt3(T..Y. —r,Y) = g. i(.A . Y). 
J ur all bnr•i.•:nntuf nc(:tu1- fields X. Y E I'(T:11). 
Given a Riemannian slll)Iilersu)ll c>f a Riemannian manifold .11 onto a Riemannian 
nianifolci B, the tangent sae( of .t1 aulnlits the following cic'('UIllf)US1t1UIl 
Tr,.11 = D,, D D. 
where Dr1 is the tangent space of the fibres t through p and Dr, is the orthogonal comple-
lnc'ut. From the definition of the snfmiersio n it follows that (111101 is e'olistalit and thus 
defines the distribution D1 on .11, D' : p — V - . which is called as vertical distribution 
and by token we het the horizontal (litrihtltion D. D : p —> Dr, for every p E Al. 
For an isometric immersion f : Al —> :11, there corresponds fundamental forms Ii. and 
A defined on Al. as well as we have equations like Gauss. Coddazi and Ricci. To study the 
geometry of submersion ;, :.11 --> l3, we naturally look for the analogue of such tensors. 
B. O Neill defined two tensors T ,Intl A on Al and called them fundamental tensors. 
For a submersion -, : .11 —> B, let ?-L and V denote the projections of the tangent 
spaces of _11 onto the subspaces of horizontal and vertical vectors respectively. Then we 
write 
X = -t + VX. 	 (1.4.1) 
for all S E F(T-11). 
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The letters U. l', 11 will denote vertical vector fields and X. 1'. Z. horizontal vector 
fields. 
The second fundamental foriii of all fibres 7r 1 (b) gives rise to a tensor field T on .11, 
defined for arbitrary vector fields E and F by 
	
Tr;F = 7-LVvI;VF + VV 7-1 F. 	 (1.4.2) 
where V is the covariant. derivative of .11. It is easy to check that T is in fact a tensor of 
type (1, 2). We have the following three properties of T: 
1. At each point, 'Ti.  is skew symmetric linear operator on the tangent space of Al and 
it reverses the horizontal and vertical subspaces. 
2. T is vertical: t l ut is TF = T;F. 
3. For the vertical vector fields L'; lt 7 . T has the symmetric property i.e.. Tilt' = 
This last fact, well known for second fuhl(laniental forms. follows immediately from the 
integrability of the vertical clist.ribution. 
To define the other tensor A we simply dualize the (1(ef llition of T by reversing 71 
and V. Thus 
AEF = 1{V-cr:VF + VV xi;EF. 	 (1.4.3) 
Again A is a (1, 2)-tensor and it. has the following properties: 
1'. At each point . At;- is skew s mnietric linear operator on the tangent space of Al and 
it reverses the horizontal and vertical subspaces. 
2'. A is horizontal; that is AE = 
3'. For the horizontal vector fields X. Y, A has the alternation property, i.e.. A.V Y = 
—Ay.?. 
We note that tensor fields T and A satisfy 
= YW . 	 (1.4.4) 
t(:)r the verti 	1 v((ti)1 fields 1'. It 
.4 ) _ —A1X = I V[X. YI. 	 (1.4.5) 
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for the horizontal vector fields X. Y. Equation (1.4.5) shows that A is necessarily the 
integrability tensor• of the horizontal (list rihlttion on .11. 
In con►j)lit at ion with tensor equat ions, we are free to make special choices of vector 
fields. To relate the geo►netry of .11 to that of B we have a special choice of vector fields 
and call the►t► basic vector field.,. We define basic vector fields as follows: 
Definition 1.4.2. .l rector field X on .11 i.c said to be bosic provided X is horizontal and 
is r,-rcluted to a r(rtnr field X on 13, t.f.. .o.Y — X. or. 
Ever' vector field A. oit 13 has a unique horizontal lift X on .11 and X is basic. Thus 
X t- X. is a one-to-one correspondence bet veen basic vector fields on Al and arbitrary 
vector fields oii B. This correspondence preserves brackets. inner product and covariant 
(derivatives to the following extent 
Lemma 1.4.1. (B. (i.Ve ill. 1966i. Let n :.11 -3 B be a Rier naanian. submersion between 
16limf1hliart manifolds rend X. 1 be basic vector fields an .11, then 
(a) q(X . V) = f/111..l.. Y. )o?r. 
(b) 1(,V. Y of X. V] is a basic vector field and corresponds to ;X.. Y.]. i.e., ((a. Y) 
(c•/ [i ", X] is vertical, for any vertical vector 1 ". 
(d) 1L(C'. 1) is the ha ?r vector /field rm-respp1irl?nq to V\.};. where V' is a Levi-Civita 
cobnection or1 B. 
Geometrical features of the fibres will be distinguish by a caret ("). For the covariant 
derivative. for example. C't •lI* = VV1 , II . where l'. I1" are vertical vector lipids. We now 
state the foil y ,,,v i 	1r-ninia whii(lh Yields the relations for the covariant (lerivat.iv(V on the 
manifold ,11 i t; t 	i ,, of the two tensors T and A and that follows directly from defining 
equations (1.4.2) and (11.3) of the two tensors. 
Lemma 1.4.2. Let X and Y be /tori.zoutal vector fields and I, It he the vertical ?rector 
field. 111(11 ticc juliou; ny hold: 
(a) VIII" = T•It" + CyII", 
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(b) V I , X = ?-IC~I..I' + 7X. 
(c) V V = A.y V + VV.r V. 
(d) V xY = RV xY + A.vK. 
Furthermore, if X is basic, 7-1(V X) = ..4V. 
The final assertion follows froin the fact. that [V, ,k J is vertical when X is basic. In the 
right-hand members of the four equations. we have written the horizontal ternis first and 
we note that only four of the eight terms are tensorial. 
Here we have collected together the five basic equations of submersions derived by 
B. O'\eill (B. O Neill. 1966). The first two of these equations relate the geometry of :11 
to that of fibres --1(b): they are simply the Gauss and Codazzi equations of the fibres as 
submanifolds of .\I. \Ve denote by R the curvature tensor of :\I, by H that of fibres and 
lip• R that of B. 
Let U, V. 11 , F be the vertical vector fields and X, }', Z, H be horizontal. Then 
the equations of submmersioIns are 
g(R( ,111. F) = g(1?11'. F) — q(T:It'.T-F) + g(T.IV.T; F). 	(1.4.6) 
g(1lu%•I'", X) = 9((c'I T)i; it', X) — g((VuT)y IV. X). 	 (1.4.7) 
.9(Rxt Y. IV) = g((V T)t , Ii', Y) + 9((VvA)..Y. lc') — q(7'-V,TY) 
+g(A.yV,A) tit'). 	 (1.4.8) 
9(B.~~ Z.V) = 9((VzA).yY.[') +g(AxY, T,-Z) — y(A11Z.T .a") 
— g(AzX. T Y). 	 (1.4.9) 
9(B.e Z, H) = 9(I? Z, H) — 2q(A.e . AZH) - y(A} Z. A.gy H) 
+ g(AzA, AG•H). 	 (1.4.10) 
Equation (1.4.10) also gives us the sectional curvature of B in terms of the sectional 
curvature of M and the tensor A. namely 
K(\. Y") = K (X,. Y) — 311A.xYJP, 	 (1.4.11) 
for orthonornlal vector fields X. Y on ;11. 
Now we recall the definition  of almost l hermit iall submersions vinchi are natural gen- 
eralization of almost complex product projection mappings and almost complex covering 
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mappings B. Watson, 1976). 
Definil,lon 1.4.3. (B. Watson., 19%). Let (Mg) awl (B. ge ) be. airwv Herindian man-
?foltLv Stn the alruosl rnvepilrr etreerture J and I. A R,aevnan.viaavz seshvnarsiova r : M -, B 
is tatted almost Hermitian s3, nersion if Jr is an atraost conoptea mapping (A manifold 
nsapTmg rr (Al. J) —> (H. J gy ) o, .aid to b,  qlrmost cDycpteq if it torrtrno,t,es vnth the almost 
complex staLtuss i.e., if s,o.J =,fonr,.) 
We fininki this section vitlr ti re follewii g result from R. Pouge and H. Recl:ziegel 
(1993): 
Definition 1.4.4. (II. Ponge and H. Reckzieyee, 19.93%. Let PM  be a Rtiernunmaa metric 
tensor on the manifold N = AT x B and assume that the canonical folaateons Dl,f and Dp 
antersect perpendicularly everywhere. Then g is a metnc tensor of 
(i) a usual product of Riermanntian manifolds of and only of  D•i and "P3 arc totaty 
geodesic fotiat"'ns. 
(ii) a twisted product if and only if DM is a totally geodesic foliation and Dy is a totally 
urnbnlica( fohattoa. 
(iii) a doubly twiale! p7rnnet .,B x e F if and on?y ;f D11 and Dr  am totally ombi1etad 
foliations. 
2 
Submersions of Generic Submanifolds of a 
Kaehler Manifold 
Let .11 be all alIllost Hermitian manifold with almost complex structure .I and .11. a Rie-
Inannian manifold isometrically unnierseci in _ll. \Ve note that subnlanifolds of a Kaehler 
manifold are determined by the behaviour of tali , nt bundle of the sul>nlanifold under the 
action of t he almost a1111ple1 structure of the ambient. miianifokl. A si1hnhanifol(l ;1I is called 
holoIUorl)llic (coulplex) if J(1 ,(,11)) C 1,(:11) for revery p E Al. where 7(M) (leuotes the 
tangent space to .11 at the point p. .11 is called totally real if .I (7(.11)) C 71; (.11), for 
every p E .11, where 1 r (.\I) denotes the normal space to .11 at the point p. As a general-
ization of holomnorpilic and totally real submamiifolds. CI?-suhnlanifolds were introduced 
by A. Be.lanco. A C11-sIm1nlallifold .11 of an almost Hermitian manifold ,1/ with an al-
most complex striIetilre J requires tWWWu, orthogonal couhlllenmelItry distributions D and DL 
defined on .11 such that D is invariant under .1 and Dl is totally real (A. Bejaneu. 1978: 
B. Y. ('hen. 1981a). There is yet another generalization of ('R-sulnnanifolds known as 
generic tiupl1ianifok1s (B. Y. Chen. 1981c). These snbnnahifolds are defined by relaxing 
the condition on the coinp1enlentary distribution of ho1olhorlhic distribution. Let .\I be 
a real subilianifold of all alms t Hermit ian manifold .1I and let DI, = TI,:'lt tl .JTI .lI he he 
iimaximal hololnorphic suhspace of '11,(:11). If D : p - V t, definesa sinooth twloulorpliie 
distribution on .11. then .11 is called a generic SilbI11aIllfOl(l of M. The complementary 
distribution D" of V is called purely real distribution on .11. A generic sobxuanifold is a 
CR-subJualifcl(1 if the purely real distribution on .11 is totally real. A purely real distri-
bution D" on a generic subinanifohi Al is called proper if it is not totally real. A generic 
subnlanifoki is called proper if purely real c1istribittiou is proper. 
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On the other hand, the study of the Riemannian submersion r : .11 -a 13 of a 
Riemannian manifold Al onto a Riemannian manifold B was initiated by B. O'Neill (1966). 
A submersion r naturally gives rise to two distributions on Al called the horizontal and 
vertical distributions respectively, of which the vertical distribution is always integrable 
giving rise to the fibers of the subiiicrsion which are closed sul.)nianifolds of Al. 
For it CR-subma.nifold 11.1 of it Kaehler manifold ,t R. t lie distribution Dl is integrable 
(A. Bejancu, 1976). S. Kobayashi (1987) observed the similarity between the total space 
of submersion 7r : Al -* B and the C/1-suhmanifold Al of a Kaehler manifold Al in terms 
of the distributions. Thus he considered submersion i : Al > B of a CR-submanifold Al 
of a Kaehler manifold Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B such that the distributions 
D and D' of Al become respectively the horizontal and vertical distributions required by 
the submersion r and r restricted i o D become an isoniet r • which preserves the complex 
structures. that. is. Ja-r+ = ir.oJ ut, D where J and J' are t lie almost complex structures 
of Al and B respectively. He has shown that tuder this s;tuat ion 13 is necessat ilk• a 
Iiaehler manifold and obtained the relations between holomorphic sectional curvatures of 
Al restricted to D and that of B. Further this study has been extended by S. Deshmukh, 
S. Ali and S. 1. Husain (1988). in which they obtained the relations between the Ricci 
curvatures and the scalar curvatures of a Kaehler manifold and the base manifold. 
To deal with the similar question for the generic submanifold of a Kaehler rnani-
fold, one has the difficulty that the distribution V' for generic simbntauifold of it Kaehler 
manifold is not necessarily integrable to match the requirement of the submersion. To 
overcome this difficulty we consider the submersion r, :.11 —> B of generic submanifolds 
Al of a Kaehler manifold Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B with the assumption 
that. D" is integrable. In the first. section of this chapter. we have considered submersion 
of a Cfl subinanifold of it Kaehler manifold l onto an almost Hermitian manifold and ob-
tain product, theorems on such submersion by imposing conditions on CR-submanifold 
and its distribution. In section 2 we study the submersions of generic submanifolds Al 
of a Kaehler manifold Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B with integrable purely 
rail distribution D° and Drove that for the submersion of a generic submnanifold A! of a 
Kaeliler manifold Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. B is necessarily a Kaeliler 
manifold and obtain time decomposition theoremms for the generic submnanifold Al. Also we 
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have obtained the relation between the holomorphic sectional curvatures of :1f1 restricted 
to D and that. of B. In the last of this chapter we have obtained the relation between the 
holornorphic sectional curvatures of :11 restricted to D and that of B with totally geodesic 
fibres. The contents of this chapter are partially published in Global Journal of Advanced 
Research on Classical and Modern Geometries. 
2.1 Submersion of C Yf-Submanifolds 
In this section. we have studied the. CR-suhmersiutis of lKaehlcr manifolds and a tnunber of 
decomposition t.heoreins have been proved here. We start this section with the definition 
of the stibinersion of a CJ?-subiiianifold of an almost. Hcrmit.ian manifold. 
Definition 2.1.1. (S. Kobayashi. 1987). Let 1I be a C. 1l-submanifold of an almost Her-
'two ifuld .11 with distribution D and D- and the normal bundle T 1 11. By a 
.uhntersinn r :.1 -+ B onto an almost Hermitian nr.anifold B use mean. a Riemannian 
submersion 7r : M -~ B together •with the following conditions: 
(i) D is the kernel of ,r., that is ir,(D') = {0}, 
(ii) ,,.: D1, -> T (t,) B is a complex isometry for all 1, E .11. where T O B is the tangent 
space of B at T(p). 
(iii) J interchanges D1 and T'- .11 i.e.. JD= = T1:11. 
` f`ie call such submersion as CR-submersion. 
Let V. 0 and 0' denote Riemannian connections on R1, .11 and B respectively. For 
the c011i1e(lion C7" we define corresponding comiection V` for basic vector fields on Al by 
	
pt}' = 7-l(V'% Y). 	 (2.1.1) 
Then V Y is a basic vector field. and by Lemma 1.4.1, we have 
r•('.rY) = V .*y .Y.. 	 (2.1.2) 
We define a tensor field C on Al by 
x Y = 7\Y - C(X, 	Y), (2.1.3) 
for any X, V E [("D). where C(X. Y) is the vertical part of V. Y, i.e., V(V. Y) _ 
It has 1een observed that. C is skew svintinet.ric and satisfies 
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C(X. I-) = 2 V[X. Y]. 	 (2.1.4) 
for any X. Y E F(D). Also for X E r(D) and 1' E 1,(D ), we define an operator A on 
,ll by 	 V.~•[%=V(V,vV)+A.t1. 	 (2.1.5) 
where A. V is the horizontal part of V.t l.'. Since [V, X1 E F(D1) for any basic vector field 
X and V E I'(D1), we have 
= W(V. X) = A_,c1'. 	 (2.1.6) 
The operator C and A are related iw 
9(A 1', Y) = —g(V. C(X, S')). 	 (2.1.7) 
X. Y E I,(D) and V E F(D - ). The operator C in (2.1.3) was introduced by S. Kobayashi 
(1987). For vertical vector fields an operator L was introduced by S. Deshniukh, S. Ali 
and S. I. Husain (1988) in the following manner: 
For U. i! E I'(D' ). we define L by 
V t;V = ntf l~'--L(U,V). 	 (2.1.8) 
where t i - = V(Vt,V) and L(C'. V)  
For horizontal vector field X and vertical vector field t' we set 
\7 X = 7-I(Vt'X) +T-X. 	 (2.1.9) 
where T'X = V(V vX). Moreover. if X is basic, [V. X) E 1'(D - ) for V E 1'(D1) and we 
obtain 7-L(V l' ) = R (V x V) = A,v V. IIence, for a basic vector field X and V E F(V1) 
\V(' have 	 = AxV + T'X. 	 (2.1.10) 
The Operators T and L are related by 
g(7 X. IV) = —g(L(V 11'), X). 	 (2.1.11) 
Let. Rt be the curvature tensor corresponding to the connection C" of the base manifold 
B then R' and R are related by 
R(X. I', Z. H) = R'(X.. Y.. Z. H.) — 9(C(X. Z), C( 1', H)) 
+ g(C(Y. Z). C(X, H) ± 2g(C(X. Y), C(Z, H)). 	(2.1.12) 
for the horizontal vector fields X. )'. Z and H on .11. 
Let .7r : Al —* B be a CR-submersion and X, Y E F(D). then from (1.1.3) we have 
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which on using (1.2.1), (1.4.1) and (2.1.2) yields 
Ct.lY + lc(X. JY) + C(X..IY) = Jt I., + JC(X. Y) -- .111(X,1"). 	(2.1.13) 
Comparing vertical and normal parts. we have 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let X. V be horizontal vector field.,, in .11. Then 
(r) ('11 X../Y) = .Ilr(.l". Y). 
(ii) h(.l',.11') = .IC(X.V) 
Next. we have 
Lemma 2.1.2. Let .11 be a CR-subnianifold of a Kaehler manifold 111 and n be a CR- 
SO)mc r.;rurt. 77ten 
= .JA.v V, 
for amj X. Y E F(D) an.d [' E F(D) 
Proof. Let X be a basic vector field. I E ri "P; and V E 1'(D- ). Then using (1.1.3), 
1.2.1 .. 	_' IT 	rtnd I.~ tttu: 	1.1.1 (ii). we have 
(i 41 V.1") = g(RV.i 1 .1) ) 
=9([L\".t j +V~. .1 . I) 
= g(V 'J_l. Y) 
= g(JV, X. Y) 
_ -g(V l. JY) 
_ -g(1(X ). JY) 
_ -g(Ax l'..11 ) 
= g(JA1'.Y). 
which proves the result. 	 ❑~ 
From above lemma and (2.1.6). it follows that 
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C(JX, Y) = —C(X. JY). 	 (2.1.11) 
\Vllicll innirn prove the following identity 
C(.I X..IY) = C(X. Y). 	 (2.1.15) 
Proposition 2.1.1. Let ill be a D-totally geodesic CR-sabntanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
M. Then the horizontal distribution of a C'R-submersion is integrable and totally geodesic. 
Proof. Proof follows from the Lemma 2.1.1, Lemma 2.1.2 and (2.1.6). 	 ❑  
Theorem 2.1.1. Let JI be a D-totally geodesic CR-submanifold of a Kadrler manifold 
11. Let. r be a CR-submersion, of .11 onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. Then 111 is 
a locally product manifold Rll x _11,), where 411 is an ini'ariant subntanifold and Al2 is a 
totally real subm.anifold of Al. 
Proof. Since .11 is totally geodesic, then Leninia 2.1.1 yields C(X, 1') = 0 for X. Y E I'(D) 
and thus from the defining equation of C i.e., (2.1.3) it follows that V.  Y E r(D), that. 
is, D is parallel. Further. since on a C1?-suhmanifold Al of a Kaehler manifold Al, Dl  is 
integrable and totally geodesic then from a result of A. Bejancu [Theorem 4.4, p-9], D' 
is also parallel. Since both the distributions are parallel, then by De Hham's Theorem Al 
is the product manifold All x :112 , where .111 is the integral subnmamiifolds of D and 1112 is 
integral submanifold of D1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 	 ❑  
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1.1 and Theorem 1.3 of (S. Kohavashi, 1987) we have 
Corollary 2.1.1. Let Al be D-totally geodesic CR-subman.ifold of a Kaehler irtanifold Al. 
If ir : 111 —4 B be a CR-submersion. from Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. then 
H(X) = H'(X ), for X E 
where H and H" are respectively the holontorphic sectional eurvature.s of Al and B. 
In particular. if Al is a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature C, then so is 
B. 
For the submersion of CR-totally geodesic submanifold. we prove the following 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let Al be a CR-totally geodesic foliate subianifold of a Kaehler mani- 
fold X11 and let it :.11 — B be a CR-submersion of Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold 
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B. Then .11 is a locally product 1111 X :111 , where M 1 is an invariant subnaanifold and :111 
is totally real su.bmanifold of M. 
Proof From the proof of the Theorem 2.1.1, it follows t hat. D is parallel. Also M being 
C'R- tot ally geodesic, we have 
/t(.l". l') = 0, for a,iv X E F(D), i-' E 1(D'). 	 (2.1.16) 
For any vector field V U' E F(D), from (1.1.3) we have 
—AJ1t-V + V JIV = JV,, IV + Jh(V, It). 	 (2.1.17) 
Tu complete the proof of the theorem, we need the following result whose proof vi11 be 
denionstrated at the end of the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 2.1.3. .4 C. R-suhmanifold .11 of a Kaehler manifold :lI is CR-totally geodesic if 
and only if ANI." E r(D~- ) for each V E r(D1 ) and N E F(T' AI). 
If we admit this lelnnia in (2.1.1 7) and put Ill' = N. we see that A.jt-t V E F(D-). and 
equating vertical part we have 
= .Ih(V, lt-'). 
which t hen yields 
Ct.Jlt' = Jv j-IV. 	 (2.1.18) 
Heiicc. from (2.1.1 ) it 1ufluwti that V1•li' E F(D L.), i.e.. DI is parallel and this proves 
the theorem. 	 Li 
Proof of the Lemma. Let .11 be it CR-totally geodesic, then by using Definition 1.3.8 and 
(1.2.3) we get 
9(A.\,17. X) = 0. 
for each N E 1'(D), V E I'(D') and N E I'(T'. 1). This implies that A.N,V E l'(D' ). 
Conversely, suppose that An-V E 1,(D -1 ) for any V.' E F(D1) and N E F(Tl.l1). 
Let {N1 ' .2 ..., 2i _,,, } be a local ort.honormal frame of T11. when 2n = dim :11 and 
in = cline .11. Then for aiiv N E F(D). we have 
(I = q(A.v,,t'. X) — g(h(V, N). N,,). 1 < p < 2n — m. 	(2.1.19) 
Since h(V.N) E h(T i ..11), from (2.1.19) it follows that. h.(V, 1) = 0. Hence. \I is C.'!?-
totally geodesic. 
Next . we provc 
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Proposition 2.1.2. Let Al be a CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold Al and rr be a 
CR-submersion of Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold 13. Then the fibres of 7r are 
totally geodesic submanifold of Al if and only if Al is CI?-totally geodesic. 
Proof. From (1.1.3), it. follows that 
—AJi U +V~ JV =.IL(U.U)+.//(u.U). 
for any U. V E F(D'). Using (1.4.1), and comparing horizontal and vertical parts, we 
get 	 1(A.wU) _ —JL(U. V) 	 (2.1.20) 
and 
	
V(Ajl, U) _ —Jh(U. U). 	 (2.1.21) 
From (2.1.20) it follows that the fibres are totally geodesic if ui(l only if A.Jr-U E F(D - ). 
which by Lemma 2.1.3 proves that the fibres are totally geodesic if and only if Al is 
C.II-totally geodesic. 	 ❑  
Theorem 2.1.3. Let Al be a D-totally geodesic CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
Al and rr : Al 	B be a CR-submersion of Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. 
Then Al is locally product manifold all x :112 if and only if fibres are. totally geodesic 
submanifold of Al, where All is an in.varian.t and .11;, is totally real submanifold of Al. 
Proof. From the proof of the Theorem 2.1.1, D is parallel. Further. for any U. V E F(V) 
and X E 1'(D) using (1.4.1) and (2.1.8) we have 
g(VtuV. X) = 9(L(U. V). X). 
From which it follows that D1 is parallel if and only if fibres are totally geodesic, which 
t hen proves the t heorelll. 	 ❑  
Theorem 2.1.4. Let. Al be a CR-subm.anifold of a Kaehler manifold :11 and 7r : Al —► B 
be a CR-submersion of Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. Then .11 is a locally 
twisted product manifold All x :112 if and only if 
(i) T-,X = —g(X, L(V, V))IIV II -2 V and 
(ii) C(a..JY) = 0, 
for any X. Y E F(D) and V E F(D1), where Al, is an invariant. submanifold and All is 
totally real submanifold of Al. 
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Proof. For an V. 11' E F(D') and X E T(D). from (1.1.3). (1.2.2). (2.1.11) we have 
g(VI - li.X) =9( — =1.nt l.JY) 
_ —g( (A.j« V'). JX) 
= g(JL(V. U/'). JX) 
= g(L(V. IV). X) 
This implies that Dl is totidly' 1lmI)111cal if and only it 
TI,X = —X(A)t'. 	 (2.1.22) 
where f is sonic Em1et ion on .11. On taking inner product with [' in (2.1.22) it follows 
that 	
.V(,A) _ — g(T .A'. l 	 i ll 2 
Using (2.1.1 1), «-e have 
X(\) = g(L(V 1')• -1)Ij VI1-2  
Putting it, in (2.1.22), we get 
7X _ -q(L(V ['). ,t)IIV(f`['. 
The proof then follows from Lemma 2.1.1. 	 ❑  
2.2 Sl1bYllel'sioris of Generic Submanifolds 
In this section we define the submersion of it generic suMnanifold of it Koehler manifold 
onto an almost. Hermitian mmmanifold and (discuss the impact of such 5ul)1IlerS1onS on the 
geoinetry of generic subbnanifold .11. 
Definition 2.2.1. Lt t .11 be a generic subrnanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold , l 
with distributions D and D° and the normal bundle T':11. We assume that 
(i) D° is the kernel of r,, that is, 7r.(D° ) = {0}. 
(ii) r. (V,,) = T7 .( ) 13 is a complex isonaetmi, where p E :11 and T ( ,,)13 is the tangent 
.space of B at r(p). 
?how we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let r :.11 —+ B he a submersion of generic subnaanifold M of a Koehler 
manifold .i7 onto an almost Henn-tican manifold B. Then 
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C(X. IV) = PC(X. Y) + th(X. Y), 
h(X. JY) = FC(X. Y) + f h (X, Y), 
for the horizontal vector field. X. }'. 
Proof. Since 111 is a Kachler manifold, we have 
 
 
for all X. Ye 1'(D). By using (1.2.1). (1.:3.1), (2.1.1) and (2.1.3), we have 
V JY + C(X, .JY) + h(X, JY) _ .I (V Y + C(X, Y)) + Jh(X, Y) 
=JV }'+PC(X,Y)+FC(X.Y) 
+ th(X, Y) + f h(X, Y) (2.2.1) 
By comparing the horizontal, vertical and normal parts. we get 
 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
0 Hence the result. 
C(X, .JY) = PC'(X, Y) -f th(X.  Y) 
h(X, .1Y) = FC(X, Y) + fli(X, Y) 
From above leninia, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2.1. Let r : M —> B be a submersion of generic submanifold Al of a 
Kachier manifold Al onto an. almost Hermitian -manifold B. Then 
C'(X, JY) + h(X, .JY) = JC(X. Y) + Jh(X. Y). 
for all X. V E 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let Al be a generic submanifold of a Kaehler manifold Al and r ::1i — B 
be a submersion from generic submaniiold Al onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. Then 
L(V, PH') — R(AF1 V) = JL(1', li") 	 (2.2.5) 
V v-P[t' — V(A1.'jt•V) = PV U" + th(V, lt') 	 (2.2.6) 
h(V, Plt') + V FI ,V = FV,-1F + f h(V, W), 	 (2.2.7) 
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for any vevli a& vector fields V. W. 
Proof. Since M is a Kachler manifold, we have 
VvJl+ = JVW, 
for any V, W E F(D1) _ By using (1.3.1), we get 
c' PU_+V,FW =JDvW. 
By using Gauss and ½Veingar9. en Iormulae, we have 
VPWW'+h(V, PW) +(—AFwV)+ VFW = J(VW + h(V, W)). 	(2.2.8) 
Further on using (1.3.1), (1.3.2), and (2.1.8) in (2.2.8), we get. 
L(V, PW) +VyPW + h(V, PW) —'H(AFwV) —V(AF-wV)+VTFW 
= ✓(V v W + L(V. W) +h(v,W)) 
=PVvW+FVvIV+JL(V,W) 
+ th(V W) + fh(V, W). 	(22.9) 
By comparing horizontal, vertical and normal parts in (2.2.9), we get 
L(V,PW) - N(ArwV) _ JL(V,W) 
wPW — V(AV) = POvW + th(V, W) 
h(V, PW) — VFW — FwW+ fh(V, W). 
Hence the result. 	 70 
Proposition 2.2.2. Let ht be a gen.erie submanifold of a Kaehter manifold M avd rr : 
Al —r B be a subncersion. franc generic subtuanifold Al onto an almost Henrcetian ncanifaid 
B. Then 
A
✓xV — J.AAv , 
for any X. Y E P(P) and V E I'(a° ) 
Proof, Similar to proof of Leninia 2.1.2. 
rrom Proposition 2.2.2 and (2.L@) i[ follows that. 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let Al be a generic atü,timifo1d of a Kaehler manifold M and s 
69 - D be a submersion from gvua ,-ec submanifold M onlo an almost Hermitian manifold 
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B. Then 
C(JX. JY) = C(X. }'), 
for all X, Y e F(D). 
As a consequence of the above result, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.2.1. For horizontal vector fields X and Y. use have 
C(X. JY) = —C(.IX . Y). 
Proposition 2.2.4. .A generic submanifold If of a Kaehler manifold 11I is mixed to-
tally geodesic if and only if ,fl.\•V E r(D° ) (respectively A,X E r(D)), for V E h(D° ) 
(respectively X E r(D)) and N E r(T1A1). 
Proof. Let .11 be a mixed totally geodesic, then by (1.2.3), we have 
g(A ', X) = g(h(X. V). N) = 0. 
for any X E r(D) and V E I'(D°), which implies that A,~.V E r(D°) for V E r(D°) 
Similarly, we can prove that A.%, X E r(D) for X E r(D). 
Conversely. suppose that A;vV E r(D°) for any V E r(D°) and N E r(T l lll ). Then 
for any X E F(D). 
q(A~'V,X) 0. 
Again h} using (1.2.3), we have 
g(h(X. Y). N) = 0, for N E r(T1:11). 	 (2.2.10) 
Since h(X, V) E r(T'Al), from (2.2.10) it follows that h(X. V) = 0, i.e., Al is mixed 
totally geodesic. Which completes the proof. 	 0 
Now. we prove 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let Al be a generic subm.anifold of a Kaehler manifold Al and it : Al — 
B he a submersion from generic submanifold .11 onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. 
Then. B is a Kaehler manifold. 
Proof. From (2.2.2) for any basic vector fields X and Y, we have 
Operating it on the above equation to project it down on B and using Leinnla 1.4.1, we 
get 
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V\..1'1: 	— J'V Y. 
for any vector fields X,. Y. E F(TB), where r.X = X. and r,, Y' = Y. and J' is the 
aahnost complex structnlrc on B. This proves that. B is it Kaehler manifold. 	 ❑  
From the definition of Riemannian submersion r : Al —* B of a Riemannian manifold 
Al onto a Riemannian iWaIlifolcl 13, it follows that the vertical distribution is always 
integrable <<lul it.,, integral inanifoltt are thu fibers (B. ('Neill, 1966). which are closed 
Silhmunifolds of ,11. If in (il(iition, Do' is parallel, shell we have 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let al be a generic submanifold of a Kaehlcr manifold :11 and 7r ::11 —3 
B btu a ,otbi ision from .11 onto an almost Hermitian manifold 13. If D is integrable and 
V° is parallel, then _lI is the Riernannian product. Ali x AI-~, where film is an in.vari.crnt 
subrnanifold and .Al2 is a purely real subnianifold of Al. 
Proof. Since the horizontal (list.ribut.ion D is integrable, so [X. Y] E F(D), for X. Y E 
['(D): therefore V[X.1". = U. Then from (2.1.5). we have C'(X.Y) = 0. Titus from the 
definition of C. We have Cr_y' — n Y E F(D), that. is D is parallel. Now, since the 
horizontal listrihnt.ion D and vertical distribution D° are both parallel, it means that 
both the distributions D and D° are integrable and their leaves are totally geodesic in 
.11. therefore by Dc Rhamu's Theorem, it follows that Al is the generic pro(luct., i.e., .t/ _ 
ta i x .112, where it '1 and alp are integrable suhnlxnifold of D and D° respectively. From 
I lit, properties of D and D". it follows that .11k is invariant sublii nifold of .11 and ,lfi is 
I)iucelr real suhnlanifold of Q. 	 ❑  
Let N and N denote the holomorphic• sectional curvatures of :1/ and B respectively. 
I11 order to compare the holonlorphic sectional curvatures of :lt with that of B, we calculate 
the bisectional curvature. For this, we set Z = .I1 F. Y = JX in (1.2.4) and (2.1.12) and 
get 
l(t',.Jsh", X..I,I") = R(it,Jt' '..IX)+g(h(X',.Ill'),h(JV.IF)) 
— gh(.JX..IIi) h(.1", IF)) 	 (2.2.11) 
R(IF,.1i1". X, IX) = B'([l..I'lt',X,.J'X> ) —q(C(JX,.1nW'),C(X.It')) 
-- g(C(X, .JIF), C.(.Ll", IF)) + 2g(C(X, IX). C(JtV. GW/)), (2.2.12) 
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for any basic vector fields X. Y. Z. and W on 11. 
From (2.2.11) and (2.2.12), we have 
J(1 ; JU", X, IX) = R'(U , .I'U , X., J'X # ) + g(h(X..I11 "), h(.I.Y.14/ , )) 
— g(h(.IX, .J11'). h(X,1i1 )) — g(C(J_l..J11 ). C(X. [[')) 
+ g(C(X, Jit'), C(.I,k', IV)) + 2g(C'(X, IX). C'(L[", J[i')). (2.2.13) 
From above equation, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let al be a Kaehler manifold and Al be a generic' subrnanifold of Al with 
D integrable. Let B be an almost Hermitian manifold and it : Al 	B be a submersion 
then the bisectional curvatures K and l of X11 and B n'spectivehl satisfy 
K (IV, X) = K-(U -.. X.) + 1111.(X..JI1 , ) 11 2 + IIh(X, IV) 12. 
for any X. 1[" in r(D). 
Proof. Since D is integrable then 
h(X, J117 ) = h(JX.1U), 	 (2.2.14) 
for any X. IF E r(D). Also. from Proposition 2.2.2 we have 
C'(X,I - )=0, 	 (2.2.15) 
for any X. Y E h(D). Using the relation (2.2.14) and (2.2.15) iri (2.2.13), we get. the 
result.. 
In order to compare the holomorphic sectional curvatures of Al and B. we have the 
following theorem whose proof follows from Theorem 2.2.3. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let 7r be a submersion from a generic subrnanifold Al of a Kaehler 
manifold :11 onto an. almost Hermitian manifold B. If the horizontal distribution D is 
integrable, then the holornorphic sectional curvatures of :11 and B satisfy 
7-1(X) = f'(X,) + Ilh(X,,I X)II2 + Ilh(X, X )112. 	 (2.2.16) 
for any X E F(D). 
From above result, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let r be a submersion from generic subinanifold Al of a Kaehler mani-
fold 111 onto an almost Hermitian. manifold B. If the horizontal distribution D is integrable, 
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111#1) 111(- lu)i()n10171hir Sectional (rrrrHlr1rr '-1 (Ind 1-L' (If 11 Mid 13 i'(•spC(•fil•ety. are equal if 
and only if If i.5 D-totatli1 yeode.src. 
2.3 Submersions of Generic Submanifolds with Totally Geodesic 
Fibres 
III tins sect ion we discuss the sul)utersio>n of geiieric subeuonifotcl of it Kaehler manifold 
onto an almost lkrniitian manifold with totally geodesic fibres and we assume that. v = 0. 
Definition 2.3.1. The fibres we totally geodesic if L(U. V) = U for any vertical vector 
!ivlds U.  
Proposition 2.3.1. Lct r be a ,submersion. from a generic .subinanrfold .11 of a Kachlcr 
Fn(1l1)fold .l1 onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. If the fibers are totally geodesic sub-
nzmtifolds of .11 tlrert Al is mixed totally geodesic. i.e.. 11(X, V) = 0. for any X E F(D) 
and V E r(v°). 
Plvof. Since fibers are totally "co(le sic . 1.A.. /:(l".IV) = () for at 	V, It E F(D°), then by 
2.2.5) we have 
~l(Artsl') =0. 
~Vliic•li iinlili(s tlha+t 
Now, for any X C F(D) using (1.2.3) we get 
0 = gl(.4rW V. X) 
= 9(h(V. X). /•'ll 1 
❑hewfor e. l>, the non-degeneracy of g we get the result. 	 ❑  
Remark 2.3.1. The conit'crsc of the above result is also true for the submersion of C'R-
111)m )lr fol(l of n Koehler manifold (S. Deshmvkh. S. Ali and S. 1. Husain, 1.988). 
F 	the ett(itluwr!)Iiistn 1' : ['Al —~ T.11, we have 
(V r P)F = VE;PF — P(C'1; F) 	 (2.3.1) 
for any vector fields E and 1' tangent to .11. The endomorphism P is said to be parallel, 
if VP = 0 or (~'EP)F = 0 for any vector X I tulgent to Al. By using (2.1.S) for any 
V. 11' E r(D1). we have 
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('t, P)Fl• = V14Pli' i L(%'. I'll ') — P(V1.lt') — I'L(1'. It'). 	(2.3.2) 
Now, if we suppose that the fibers are totally geodesic then above equation gets the form 
(nt l')it' = V. PIl" — PC t it: 	 (2.3.3) 
Further, if P is parallel then (2.3.3) yields 
= Plt• 	 (2.3.4) 
If we tiow consider that the fiheN arc totally geodesic and P is parallel. then (2.2.5) and 
(2.2.6) of Lemma 2.2.2 give 
7- L( 4, t% , I') — 0 and Ar~w•V = th(V, \V), 
i.e., Ai:~~ V = Jhh(V, \V). 	 (2.3.5) 
Nt av we have t he following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let it be a submersion from a generic submanifotd .11 of a Kaehler 
manifold :11 onto an almost Hermitian manifold B. If the fibers of :1f are totally geodesic 
and P is 1wnrallel. thcrl the sectional curnaturps of :V and fibers are rrlated by 
K(U A 1%) — K(U A V) - Y([Ar•a,AF•ti- jEr, ii'), 
for any U. l' E I'(D°) 
Proof We define 1? by 
R((.. 'I/)II  — 	. V1 ] U' — Vut•:If 
Now, 
P(U, V)li' = V1, 7 vJI'F — V(U.vl6t' 
=Uc•V't—V V,;ll'— V,a.tfl'l' 
=V1.(L(V,G[% )+ V1,Ft') — C't(L(1',V)+ 7'1,.II') 
Taking inner product with vertical vector field F in above relation, we get 
R(U, V, It F) — R(U. V. Ii', F) — 9(L(V• U), L(U, F)) + g(L(U, II'). L(V, F)). 
From (1.2.4) and above relation. we have 
R(U. V. It, F) = R(U. V. It'. F) — g(L(V. U'), L(U, F)) + g(L(U. It'). L(V,F)) 
— g(h(L: II'). h(U. F)) + g(h(U. II'). h(V. F)). 
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The above relit ion gives 
R(U. V. U. l') — R(U, V. U. l') — g(L(U, V). L(U, lV)) + g(L(U, U). L(V. V)) 
— g(li(U. t'), h(U, t')) +!I(h(U. U). h(IV; V•)). 
Since fibers are totally geodesic and P is parallel, using (2.3.5) and the fact 	V = 
.AFVVU ill t lie a>hove egitxt io1 i. we get. 
R(U.i'.C',V) = R(U.V.U ,V) — g(Art;V , ArUV)+g( 4 uU,A,:t•V) 
Ii (U A V) — K(U A V) — g(A,.'uV, Apt•C) + g(Al'uU. A,•t-V) 
— f ((i A V) — g(AFuA!.' cU. V) + 9(ArvAruU, V) 
K(U A V) — g(• f.U.AF% - U — AF-t•AF -uU, V) 
— K(U A V) — .4(.ArJ, Art ]U, l%). 
1 ,Iii" P1,0%,C.1 the i'.ilt. 	 U 
Proposition 2.3.3. Let „ he a .submersion fir»n a generic .cub7n.anifold ill of a Koehler 
inain>J'olri .11 v:,!i, art uhnu.,l Hermitian manifold 13 with totallrj geodesic fibers. Then 
I?(1. V. Y. n') ' g((Vt•(')i X. Y). tt') + g(Axl'• .41.1V) — g(h(X. v'), h(V. tt')), 
for any ,\, Y C I'(D) and V. It" ` 1(D0 ) 
Proof. By the defi>:iti(,n ( ,1 U. it follows that. 
VxV%•%' -1 V t•V,yY 
='H(Vix.►)1 ) t 7t- .I' — Vx(l'i7v~Y+T~Y)+Vv(l-tVxY+C(X , }')) 
— V'.y (T,.}' i -- Vt (?-1V.a 2') -F V►•C'(.K. Y). 
Taking inner product with It' E I'(D'). We get 
g(R(t' .V)Y. U') _ g(Tx.vY It') — g(x('H~ - Y). ti') 
- g(V (T ). It ' ) + g(ct (' V.~ V). IV) + g(V1,C(X, Y), U') 
g(7 - v Y. tl') — y(Tc. )'. ll') — r!(HC7'Y, Vxll') 
— y(V,y(7' }'), 11') —. 	lt') + g((Vy C)(X. Y), IV) 
+ g(C(71G't .\. r"). IV) + a(C(X.1'LVy ,Y), IV). 	 (2.3.6) 
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From (2.1.11). we have 
q(T,Y, It') — —g(L(V Its'), Y) 
By taking covariant differentiation in above equation wit Ii respect to X. we obtain 
9(0.. (Ti }'). Il') 	9(T Y, V.-ht') _ —g(VxY. L(l'. It')) — g(V.x L(V, tt'), Y) 
—y(VxY. L(V. It')) — 9((V 1.)(V. It'). Y) 
— q(L(Q(vxti'),IV),Y) — y(L(V.Q(Vxt )). Y) 
_ — g(vxY. L(V. II')) — 9(Vx-L(V. II'). Y) 
+g(Tr...1-)'. 11 ') --g(Ti,Y.Q(V.vII')) 
1(Vx (T,}')• IV) _ —9(vxL(t'. It'), Y) 
— g(vx)'. L(V. II')) + y(T',.1.Y, II'). 	(2.3.7) 
From (2.3.6) and (2.3.7). we get. 
R(V. X. 1', it') = g(Tv, %,Y. II') — g(Tv,yY. II;') 
+ y(P(V1,Y). V..x II') +g((VxL)(V. IV). Y) 
+ y(V xY, L(V, ll'!) — 9(7'c 1.Y, lV) 
— g(PV, )', v►•II') + 9((V%'C")(X, Y'), IV) 
+ g(C(7 V1-X, Y), IV') + 9(C(X, 3LV % -Y). U') 
— g((VxL)(V. II';. Y) + 9((vvC)(X. Y). It') 
+ q(P(v ti -'), V.~.IV) — q(Tv,..0Y. It") 
+ g(C(HVj-X, Y), It') + g(C'(X. "HV j-Y). IV) 
Using (2.1.6). we get 
I?(V. X. I ". It') = q((vx L)(l . Ii'). Y I + q((v,,C)(X. Y). It') 
+ g(Avl,',A.rIt') +q(Y, L(VV%,X, U')) 
+ g(AytV, ni.X) — q(A.v It', OyY) 
= 9((v-x L) (V IV), Y) + g((vv(j)(X, Y), it') 
+ y(Ay l-", A.IV) — q(Tff1 Y, VM-X) 
+ 9(A,-It'.7-(VvX) — g(A.J-►l'. H(v, )') i 
= g((V7 xL)(V• II'), Y) +.q((v►'C)(X.Y). It') 
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+9(Ai- t,A. 11') 	q(TsY.'T X) 
I y(A, IV. A., V) - g(A.i ►l'. A, V). 
where we have used the definition of T and A and ?l(VvX) = 7-((V,rV) as [V, XJ E r(D°). 
Thus. 
l? V. N. . 1V) _ .9((V L)(l%, IV). 'i') - y((Vt C)(X. Y). ►l ) 
— y(Tv X.T„ Y). 	 (2.3.8) 
,v by usi:ig 2 	iu (1 2. !), we get 
R(X. l~. V. U') = tr((VxL)il%. 1 t'),Y)+J((Vt - C)(X.1"), W) 
+y(A.vl'..A? IV)-9(T, X.T„ 1') 
-g(1)(X.11 ),It(V•Y)) -9(h(.Y.V),Ir(1 . 11")). 
Since the fibers are totally geodesic. then 
q(7 ' X. Tit}") _ —9(X, L(l'. VV Y)) = 0 
and by Proposition 2.3.1 Al is mixed totally geodesic i.e., h(X, V) — 0 for any X E I (D) 
and V E F(D). Hence we get the result. 	 Cl 
A-; an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.3. we have 
Corollary 2.3.1. Lcl r be a .submersion from generic submanifold .11 of a Kaehler man-
i,'nld a1 onto urn uhnost Hrrrnitian manifold 13. If the fibers an totally geodesic submani- 
folds of al their 	
I:(X A i = g(li(X. X), ii(V V)) — IIAxVII1, 
for unit vectors .0 E F(D) and V  
3 
Anti-invariant Riemannian Submersions from 
Nearly Kaehler Manifolds 
Recently, B. Sahin has introduced the notion of Riemannian submersion from an almost 
Hermitian manifold onto a Hiemanuian manifold under the assumption that fibers are 
anti-3mariant with respect to the almost complex structure of the almost Hermitian man-
ifold. In turn, this assumption implies that the horizontal distribution which arise due to 
the submersion is not completely invariant under the action of the almost complex struc-
ture of the total space of such a submersion contrary to the outcome of the concept of an 
almost Hermitian submersion which shows that both the vertical and horizontal distribu 
t.iens are invariant under J. He has named this submersion as anti-invariant Riemannian 
submersion. In (act, lie studied the anti-invariant Riemannian submersions by choosing 
the total space Lo he a Kaehler manifold. In general, the Almost Hermitian submersions 
are used to describe the geometry of the base manifolds ill Hit. Fscobalas, 1978; B. 
Watson, 19'6). Wtule the anti-invariant Riemannian submersions serve to describe the 
geometry of total space. It is also noted that the geometry of anti-invariant Riemmt-
niau submersions completely differs from that of the geometry of the almost Hermitian 
submersions. 
It is well known that every Kaehler manifold is nearly Koehler but the converse 
is not true in general. A. Gray has pointed out that like Kaehler manifolds, nearly 
Kaehler manifolds also have rich geomeuuieal as well as topologieal properties. In fact, 
for the converse to hold it is necessary that the almost. complcx structicre J should be 
integrable. A nearly Kaehler structure on a manifold therefore provides an interesting 
study with different geometric point of view (A. Cry, 1I)66/7U.  Consequently the study 
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of submersions of a nearly Kaehler manifold vis-a-vis t hat of Kachler manifold assumes 
significance in the study of submersions. In this chapter we extend the notion of anti-
invariant and Langrangian Riemannian submersion to the case when the total manifold 
is nearly Kaehler. We obtain the integrability conditions for the horizontal distribution 
while it is noted that the vertical distribution is always integrable. We also discuss the 
geometry of the leaves of the distributions and give some decomposition theorems for the 
total manifold of such submersions. The contents of this chapter are partially published 
in Journal of Tensor Society. India. 
3.1 Integrability Conditions for the Distributions 
In this section we define anti-invariant Riemannian submersions and Langrangian Rie-
mannian submersions and St.udv the integrability of hot h the distributions (ker7r,) and 
(krr>r) - on Al for such submersions. 
Definition 3.1.1. (B. Sahin, 2010). A Ricmannian. submersion it from an almost Her-
mitian. manifold (Al,g,.1) onto a Riemannian manifold (B,gj) such that (ker7r.) is anti-
invariant urith respect to J i.e., J(I.~'rr.) C (kern.)-, is called an anti-invariant Rieman-
nian submersion. 
Let it : (Al, g, I) —+ (B, g13) be an ant i-invariant Riemannian submersion from an 
almost Hermitian manifold Al onto it Riemannian manifold B. From the above definition, 
we see that J(ker7r,)1 fl (ker7r,) 	{0} and hence we have, 
(ker•r,)1- = J(kerir,) E) µ. 	 (3.1.1) 
",-here it denotes the orthogonal complementary distribution to .J(ker•-r.) in (ker7r.)1 and 
it is invariant under J. Thus, for any X E r(kerir.)- we have 
JX = BX + CX• 	 (3.1.2) 
where BX E 1'(hcrr.) and CX E h(p). 
On the other hand, since 7r.((kerir,)') = TB and 7r is a Riemannian submersion, using 
(3.1.2) it can be shown that gn(T,JV. r,CX) = 0 for any X E I'(ker7r.)' and V E 
1'(ker7r.), which implies that. 
TB = 7r.(J(henr.)) 	T.(µ). 	 (3.1.3) 
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Now we recall the notion of Harmonic traps betwee'ii Riemannian manifolds (P. Baird 
and J. C. WVoocl, 2003). Lot (11, g) and (B. gB) he Riemannian manifolds and suppose 
that o : Al —> B he a smooth snap. Then the differential q~. of o can he viewed as a 
section of the bundle Hom(TA1.d- '(TB)) --> Al. where U -'(TB) is the pullback bundle 
which has fibres (o- ' (T B) ),, = TQt +B. p E .11. Honi(T M, - ' (T B)) has a connection 
V' induced from Levi-Civita connection V•" and the pullback connection. The second 
fundamental forum v is then given I)~ 
(Vo.)(X,Y) = V 0.(Y) — c>,(V Y). 	 (3.1.1) 
First. we prove 
Lenluma 3.1.1. Let (.11. g. J) be a nearly Kaeirler manifold and it be an anti-invariant 
I? ell(R1lm(m .subnzersiou from :\I onto a Rienmanruan manifold (B,gj). Then 
(i) g(CY. JV) = U. 
(ii) g(CxBY. IV) = —g(B}'..A.IV), 
(iii) g(V!1 BY. J[') _ —g(BY,T yJ[). 
( 2v) g(V BY, CX) = g(CX. T -BY) _ — g(BY. T.CX ). 
O g(V'.xCY,J[') = —2g(CY, .IA.tV)±g(CY,TvBX)-+ g(C'Y', AcxV), 
for (lilt) X. Y E r(ker ic)1 and [' E f (ker T.). 
!'roof. (i) For Y E F(krrT,)- and V E I (ke r ,). using (3.1.2) we have 
g(CY. J[') = g(JY. IV) — g(B}"..I[') 
— g(JY. J['). 
since for any Y C F(I,-(r -,)=. J} E 1'1(/ rte..) - {1) and for any \ r 1'(1  r;.), J[' E 
1'( k rT,)1. But equation (1.1.1) gives q(.IY. J[%) = g(Y, V) = 0 and hence we get. the 
result. 
(ii), (iii) and (iv ) follow directly from (1.1.1). (3.1.2) and Lemma 1.4.2. 
(e) On using (1.1.2). (1.1.4) and Lemma 1.4.2 for X, Y E F(kerT.)1 and V E  
we have 
(~1r'[A',l"il')15 — (.1 - [A ` '])5 
am 
PUl' (i'i'i) LUTsll -r (''L.1J;5I).1 3 A 'x -CUV .I01 'T(*'U'la.'() 	A l Put! (ii 	(`1./ :~'l)).1 3 A!' 
IVIII SAIOIIOJ ;? i T : RlQEiIIiJKQ tUO.IJ tI~)111 (`JL.Id!()J 	it PUT? T( s. La_y) J 	A JI fooJJ 
(•!cJ7),I 3 /1 puv T(•s.t.a7)J D A 'X fluv .cof 
'(xw1l'A))5 + (A9-IL'v )5 — 
(Ag'ooi `A))b + ( A.A.3Y • .) )6; — 
(AAYr `x3)bz + (A`"YI ",~,D)15 z- = (/lr*u '(AG .y  )(*j) - (xs ,)(`))v 
fa flpuo puv fi a1gviba 'IC . s. T(it) uo'Inq.:Jiszp lvi•uozuol/ d?1I uagq,L '( T (`ltj'd )r)J 
3 A(['p) asoddnS •(g6 `g) plofeuvw uvzuuvucac.H v oluo Jr wo.Lf uoasLaucgfs uvcuuvcuaay 
luv.1cVeIUI-a1Uv u) aq s puv ppofauvzu .cajgnj rl.wau v aq (r `S `Ij,) ia7 •T T 	tua.IOat{J 
T( .it.i y) not 1111( -1 lsip j1?')[IOz.LIoil ail) Jn .\ lIilqT',.I`2ajLH aqi sshJSlp ,41ou aA, 
ais13q aq of spjag toi.),)A 
1Equoz1.uou paSoGIGIi1S aAi q aA% %. jVR,s3Jgn sivaas )! .IanauagAM SJOO.Id aql 2Ui.NI(I •T aION 
❑ 1oo d <)►1 1 	 )1r)1 III() ) t Ott t~ 
`(n w A))5 + (vg l ;i))' + (.4 vv r 	 )ez— _ (,lr `.~c.) Vo )ri 
Ja.`rI JA1 `('i .l.,). ).1 3 [ j ',' ] outs 
(i1a3A — [Xo`/1)'AJ)5 — (x8`l A'AJ)5 + (Aayr`AJ)I'Z — = 
(XJ`'L'A))11 + (x 	`A3)1 + (il b"!''AJ)5Z — = 
(:i Xy`A:)r)fj+ (x')5 + (xf7~' ',(3)b + (:1 `'y'A3T)fi = 
(x to .{ )f')b + ((xo + xff)~Io 'A))6 + (,1 `"A';{jr)~ = 
(x:1zr `. cD)fi - (xr"A `A3)11 + (A "l `AJ)5- = 
(x(r) `AJ)G + (:1 `ter 'AD)6- = 
(.1(/
'., 
Lam) ' {3)b — (A`r':' 'A3 o- 
(/11a'A `A,i)b— = ('ii' c')5 
spjoJtu y\I .1gI1 N .'!1cgN IUO.IJ sUO1S1llhIChlg Ut?UUUUIUdIH )wt?1MAUI-iuu '~; tla4dYq) 	Zt* 
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= g(.I(V v:Y - V~ X ). IV-') 
= (J(V s .IY. JV) — !,((o.vJY..J%) 
— g(V JX. JV) + g((V1J)X. IV) 
Further. by using (1.1.4). (:3.1.2) and Lemma :3.1.1 we obtain 
9([X. Y. V) = q(V.~ BY..IV) — q(V1 BX. JV) + g(V.'CY..IV) 
— g(C~-CX..JY) — 29((V.k'J)Y, JV) 
= 9rj(T.7x13Y.ir..JV) — J8(r.Vy BX.r.JV) 
+ q(C.V CY, JV) — g(V CX . Il') 
= —9R((L';r.)(A. BY). r.JV) + g8((07r.)(Y, BX ). r,JV) 
+ g(V.N-CY. IV) — J(V}.CX. JV) 
=98((VT.)(Y.BX) — (V ir.)(X.BY).7r..Il') —2g(CY.JA,V L-') 
+ q(CY. 7 BX) + g(CY. A('. V) + 2g(C'X..JA11') 
— g(CX. j-13V) — 9(CX.Ac:yV) 
= 9B((~; .)(~'. 13,Y) — ()(X. BY). r,..Il') — 2y(CY. JA.y-V) 
+2g(CX..IA1,V) +g(C'Y.T ,BX) —g(C"X.Ti'13Y) 
+ 9(CY 4(\ ) —  
since (V J)Y E F(J(kerr41 ). Hence, (kcrir.)1 is integrable if and only if 
98((V,r.)(X, BY) — (Vr.)(Y. B,1). ;...Il') = —2g(CY..IA.rV) + 2g(C'X. JAO".) 
— g(CX , A(.,- V) +9(CY,AcxV) 
— q(C'X,T-BY) + g(CY,TI.BX). 
which completes the proof. 	 O 
Next. we have 
Theorem 3.1.2. L, t (.11. y. J) be a nearly Kaehler manifold and it be an anti-invariant 
Rifmaw2i(m . uI,iu r..ion from (_AI,y,J) onto a Riemmt.man manifold (B.gL j ). Then 
g,u((Vr,)(X. BY) — (C' r,)(}'. BX ). r,Jl') = g(A? -BX — A.t BY. JV) 
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for any X, Y E F(kerin) l  and V E F(kFrir» ). 
Proof. By using (3.1.4) and Lemma 1.4.2 foi- X, Y E r(ker7r,)J_ and I E r(kerir.), we 
obtain 
(vT.)(X. BY) - (v;,.)(Y. BK) _ —T,(v.t-BY) , r.(v,-BX) 
_ —n(v.yBY — yr BX) 
_ —T. (A.- BY — A}- BX ) 
= r,(A}-BX — A.yBY). 
Hence, 
ga((V7.)(X, BY) — (vir.)(Y.13 ). ; .JV) = .98(7r.(A,-BX — At-BY), i.JV) 
= g(Ay.BX — A.y BY. JV), 
which yields the result.. 	 ❑  
If we combine Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.1.2. we have 
Theorem 3.1.3. Let (M, g, J) be a nearly Koehler manifold and 7r be an anti-invariant 
Riemannian submersion from .11 onto ra Riemannian manifold (B. q,) with (VxJ)Y E 
F(J(kerir.)1). Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(a) (keri;,)1  is integrable, 
(b) 9H((V7r,)(X, BY) — (V7r.)(Y, 13X), r.JV) = —2g(CY, JA.yV) + 29(CX, JAy.V) 
— q(CX. Ac yV) + g(CY, JAcxV) 
— g(CX.T ,BY) + g(CY,T,BX), 
(c) g(A}•BX — AB  Y, .IV) = —2g(CY, JAxV) + 2g((7X, .JAyV) 
— g(C .A(,,,V) +g(CY..IAcxV) 
— g(CX, TirBY) + g(CY, TvBX ), 
for ran.y X. Y E r(kerir<)' and V E F(kerr;). 
Definition 3.1.2. (B. Sahin, 2010). An anti-invariant Riemannian submersion 7r is said 
to be Langrangian Riemannian submersion if .I(kci r.) = (ker 7r„)' 
If le 	{0} in (:3.1.1), then ir is said to be a proper anti-invariant Riemannian submersion. 
For a Langrangian Riemannian submersion. we have the following result: 
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Theorem 3.1.4. Let (.11. y, J) be a nearly Kaelrler manifold and r, : .11 -> B he Lan-
granyran Riernann.•aan- submersion of *1 onto rr Riemannian manifold (B, g L3 ). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent 
(a) (herr,)1  is integrable. 
(b) ge((VT,)(1'.JX) - (Vr,,)(X.JY).r,,1[') = 2g((V .J)Y..IV), 
(cl 4.v J)' - A.-.JX = 2' V .N•J)1', 
for any X. Y E F(1,t r•r,) -- and V E I (kern,). 
Proof. For aiiv X. Y E I'(krrT,) and V E I'(kvrr,) we have JX E I'(kerr.) and 
Il E I (kt rr,). By using (1.1.1), (1.1.2) and (1.1.4). we obtain 
9([X.''1. V) = q(.J X. Y JV) 
= g(J(xY - V X). IV) 
_ !I(V .JY IV) -g(Vy.JX.IV) _ 2g((V.tJ)Y,.IV) 
= 98(.V .IY.T,IV) - g8(rV1-.IX,T.JV) - 2q((V,.I)Y, IV) 
Further. by using (3.1.4) for the second fundamental form of r, we get 
9(.1. Y';. V) = -gr;((V;;. (X..11). r,JV) -+-gli((Vr.)(Y,  .IX), r.JV) - 2g((V,yJ)}':.IV). 
Hence. (kern,.)- is integrable if and unly if 	 (3.1.5) 
9a((VT-)( 1'. JX) - (Vr.)(X..JY). ;r..IV) = 29((V.. ,I)}', Ji'), 
which gives (a) b (b). 
Next. by using (3.1.4) we have 
(V';•)(Y'Jl") - (V-)(XJY) _ -7r.(Vy.IX) +r,(V.rJ1') 
r, .( (V I JY) -1-L(V 1 .IX)) 
= r.(A.v JY - AvJ X ). 
since Ax Ji - Ay J.V E T'(kf ,urk.)-, this then establishes (l,) <> (r•). 	 ❑  
In particular, if (V. J)1' E I'(k°err.) then from Tlieoren► 3.1.4 we have the following 
c•orollarv: 
Corollary 3.1.1. Let (.11. q..1) be a nearly Kuchler manifold and r :.11 > B be Lan- 
granqian Ricin nniun submersion from .11 onto a Riemannian manifold (B, qB) satisfying 
the condition (V. J)Y E F(kerr,). Then the following conditions are equivalent 
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(a) (kern )' is integrable, 
(b) gj3((V7r+)(Y. JX) — (Vi.)(,t.._IY).T,.l1') = 0, 
(e) A.,-Jl'' = A1 IX. 
for any X. Y E F(keri.)' and I ," E I'(k:er7r ). 
Since, the vertical vector fields are T-related to zero vectors. It. is noted that the 
vertical distribution is integrable. 
Note 2. In the following results i.e., Theorem 3.1.5. Theorem 3.1.6 and Corollary 3.1.2, 
we assume that (VvvJ)W E F(J(kerr.)) for any V; 117 E r(kerT.). 
We now have 
Theorem 3.1.5. Let 7r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (,11, g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (13. B ), then 
(a) ga((V7r)(['t'. JV) — (V7r4(V. Jit').7r.CX)=0. 
(b) g(AJ11•V, CX) = g(AJv14'. CX), 
for any X E F(kernr,)1 and V, i 7 E F(k•erir.). 
Proof. For any X E I'(kerr.)1 and V, lv E r(kerr,.), using (1.1.1), (1.1.4) and (3.1.2) 
we have 
y((V iii. )C) = g(J[V. iii'], JX) 
= g(.JV,; it — 	JX) 
= g(yv,J[y, .IX) — 9((O t .I )lt'. JX) — g(V '.IV, JX) + g((v1v,I)V, JX) 
= g(Vv;,hf",,JX) — g(Vi,,JV, JX) — 2g((0~ J)il,.l. ') 
= 9a(r V v; Jbt%. r.,JX) — gts(n.Vu-JV! 7r,JX) — 2g((VvJ)W. JX). 
By using (3.1.4) and Note 2, we get 
9([1, lt'l, X) = — ya((VT.)(l J11), i*CX) + 98((V7r•)([Ut'. .IV). ir,C X ). 
Since (ker7r.) is integrable. hence we get 
9B((VT*)(►t'. JV) - (VT.)(V JU'),7r,CX) = 0. 	 (3.1.6) 
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On the other hand. using (3.1.4) for the vertical vector field~ we have 
(On*)(II'..IV) — (V7*)(1i'. ,J1') = T.(Vk, JI•I~') — 7,(G,t .Il
- ) 
= T,(1L V JU') — ,(7-LV,1-JV) 
= - .(jtiti l — 4R it'). 	(3.1.7) 
From (3.1.6) and (3.1.7). we get (b). 
Next, we have 
Theoretic 3.1.6. Let r bP an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
i,uu i fold (.11. y. J) onto a Riernanrnan manifold (B. 9R). Then 
	
((1 ) 	9B((V 7 .)(L', .I,A'). 7r,.1lt') — gr~((Vrr )(jt . JX ),7 .Il'). 
(b) 	g(T►-B 	— Ac..vil')..JV) = 9(T-B.\ -- .a(X l'). JI►'). 
for any X E 1'(l,r:rir,)1 and l'. ITI' E 1'(l~f:r,,. ). 
Proo f. For any X E F(ker7r,)1 and V. It' E F(ke:rrf ), using (1.1.1). (3.1.2), (3.1.4), 
Lemma 3.1.1 and Note 2 we have 
0 = 9([I,. U, X) 
_ (J(C~ JIt..J ) — g(V JV..1.A') 
= 	y(Vv J_\". Jit') --- y(V,t J_ , Jl') 
_ —g(V j, B,\". Jit') — ct(G',-Cx, .III') + g(Vw L3.?y, Ji%) + y(V tt'CX. JV) 
_ —9a(.Vv13 \. ;.,JII') — gB(7r.CI•CX. -.JII') 
+ 98(T,V1vBX. 7r.Jl') + qu(7r.VIV C.'X. ir,JV) 
= 9H(("<<.)(V, 13X ). , .J[t') r 9f3((C r.)(t'. C'X ). ;,ail') — 98(V r,(C 1). r,,.1W) 
— 9B((V r• )(11" L3.\" ). -.•IV) — yn( (Va.)) It'. CX ). ;.,JV) + ge(V', 7r,(C.l ), r.JV). 
(3.1.8) 
\o«•. we c•laini that 
Claiiii 1. \'(.r.,,l = 0. for any X E F(p) and l% E F(kerr.). 
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Proof for the claim. By the definition of second fundamental form (3.1.4). we have 
(Cir.1(i'. X) - V~.r,X - ..VI- . 	 (3.1.9) 
Also, we have 
(3.1.10) 
Since second fundamental form is svnimet ric. t lien from (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) we get 
V .7r, = 0. 
Now by using Claim 1 in (3.1.8). we obtain 
gB((VT.)(V, ,J ).T,JUV) = ]B((VT.)(ll',JX).i,JV). 
which is (a). 
On the other hand, by using Lemma 1.4.2 and (3.1.2) in above calculation we get 
0=y(V,.J'V. IX) -q(V 1 JV.JX) 
_ -g(V1; JX. ill') + q(Vit, JX, JV) 
_ -g(Vj; BX, Jlt') - g(C'l CX, Jii') + g(Vj BX..1V) + g(Vrr.cgs'_ IV) 
_ -g(T .13X, JIV) - g(Ac'xV,.JW) + s(7ti'BX,.11-') + g(Aç..~ l► . JV), 
which gives (b). 	 n 
For a Langrangian Riemannian submersion, from Theorem 3.1.6 we have following 
corollary: 
Corollary 3.1.2. Let T be Langrangian Riemannian .submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
man, fold (\1. g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold, (B, q[3). Then 
(a) 9a((V 7,•)(V.IX).7r.J1.t) = 9a((VT-)( 1` t'', ✓X). 7r.JV), 
(b) g(Tj-J Y. IV) = q(7 JX_ .J117 ), 
for any X E I'(kerr,)' and V. tit' E F(kern„). 
3.2 Totally Geodesic Foliations 
In this section. we st.ucly the cliffeaimtial geometry of the leaves of the two distribot_ione 
(kerir.) and (kcr.  r )1 of anti-invariant Riemannian submersions and Langrangian Rie-
mannian submersions and establish the equivalent conditions. 
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We have the following characterizations for the totally geodesicness of the horizontal 
distribution (kern)': 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let 7r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from nearly Kaehler 
wamfold (.'lI. g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, YB). If (V., J)Y E r(J(kernr.)'), then 
the following assertions are equivalent 
(i) (/,er-)1 defines a totally geodesic foliation on W. 
(it) g(A.,•BY..IV) = 2g(C'Y. JA.xV) - g(C'Y.T•BY) - g(C'~••A(%YV), 
(iii) gtj((Vir)(.1. JY). ;r,.Ii') = -2q(CY..IA., V) + q(CY,T-B.A) - 9(CY,Ae-xV), 
for any X. Y E I'(ker7r,)- and. V E 1,(kerr.). 
Proof. For any X. Y E F(ker%.. )- and V E r(kerr.) using (1.1.1), (1.1.2), Lemma 1.4.2 
and Lemma 3.1.1, we have 
9(Vx 1'• V) = g(Jc'x Y, JV ) 
= g( 7 xJY, JV) - tl((.~.~.J)Y..IV) 
ci(e.X 1i''. .IV) + ll(V.rC'1', .JV) - g((VxJ)Y, IV) 
= g(A.r:BY..11% ) - 2g(CY. JA•, V) + g(CY,T v13Y) 
+ g(C }.'.A(-,tV) - g((Vy.1)1'..IV). 
Since (V_~ J)Y E FJ(ker;.. H. therefore (kern.)- defines a totally geodesic foliation on 
_II if and only if 
—g(A,  BY, JV) = —2g(CY, JA.VV) + g(CY, T.BX) + g(CY, A('X V ) 
Therefore. (i) 	(ii). 
Now l)V using (3.1.4). we obtain 
q(Ax 13}•..I[') = y(V.t•B1 . IV) 
_ g(VxJY..JV) - g(V., CY..IV) 
_ gH(, x .I)'. ;r,JV) - g(C.r•CY, J1') 
_ -ga((V. (_l". J'i ).7J% ) + yB(C' r (JY), ;r,Jt') — 11(VrCl', Jl') 
_ — 9B((Vr•)(X. Ji ). -..IV) + g(Vx CY..IVV•) — 9(V x C'Y. J[') 
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= —9B((VT.)(X. JY). r,JV). 
Therefore. (ii) 	(iii). 	 Fi 
Following corollary gives the characterization for the totally geodesicness of horizontal 
dist.rihut ion of Langrangian R_iemanniaW submersion. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let it : M —* B be a Langrangian Riemannian submersion from a 
nearly Kaehler manifold (hl, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (13, 	If (V xJ)Y E 
F(J(kerTr.) t), then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) (k'er'r)1 defines a totally geodesic foliation on M. 
(ii) A,JY = 0, 
(iii) g8((V7r.)(X.JY),T,JV) = 0. 
for any X, Y E 1'(lcr r it )1 and V E F(kr•rr.). 
For the totally geodesicness of the leaves of (kerrr,). We have 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let r be an anti-invariant. Riemannian submersion from an. almost Her-
mitian rnanifold (111, q, .I) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, 9e) and (Ot J)it7 E F(J(kerT,)). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) (kern) defines a totally geodesic foliation. on Al, 
(ii) T ,BX + Acx[' = 0 or 7 BX + Ac-..~V E F(p). 
(iii) 9n((Vir)(e . J X), 7r,Jil%) = 0, 
for any X E I'(kerr» )-L and V. 11' E F(ker7„). 
Proof. For any j/, 117 E F(kr,•7r.) and X E 1'(ke•r7r.)1 using (1.1.1), (1.1.2) and (1.1.4), 
we get, 
g(Vt'IV, X) = g(.IV 1V. .IX) 
= q(c,: J1 . JX) - q((V J)11'..IX) 
_ —g(,I11'. V.  JX) — g((V%rJ)it'. JX) 
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= —g(•Iit'. Vt , 13.Y,; — g(JIV. Vt , C'X) — g((V j, J)tt'. IX). 
Since (Vi J)IY E I (J(1;err,,)), using Lenin►a 1.4.2 we get 
g(Vl it'. _1) = —g(•Iit'. T vBX) — g~Jit'..;=lc•_~ ~') 
_ —q(JT.B)( +Ac•.~V). 	 (3.2.1) 
From (3.2.1). it follows that (i) 	(ii). 
Furt herrnore, 
y(T.B.l..I it') + g(Ac.t t'..Iit') = g(U(V ~ B 1)..111') + g(7 (V t.CX). .111') 
= g(VvBX. JIF) -- g(VvCX..11t') 
= ge(r.Vt 13.\'. —r,.Jit') + g(7r.Vt•('.\.T,J1t 
_ -gB((VT.)('t .13X).T.JIt') - gu((VT.)(V,CX).ir,JI ) 
+ 913(V vr,C.\', 7r..Ih1'). 	 (3.2.2) 
BY using Claim 1 in (3.2.2). we have 
9(T -B.\". JI1') +g(Ac.v1 : J11') — —9Q((V"r•)( 1 . BX). 7r.Jl1') — g8((V'r4(V CX) , T•JIi'') 
= —gfi((V7r.)(V. JX ), it JU') 
Hence. (ii) a (iii). 	 O 
For Langratigian Riemannian submersion, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2.2. L t n be it Larqr•aWairii Riemannian subrnersiwf from an almost Hermi-
lam manifold (.lI. g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. yn) and (V J)t-t" E F(J(kerr.)). 
Then the following coirditions are equivalent 
(i) (kern,) defines a totally geodesic foliation on .11. 
(ii) T -JX = 0, 
(iiii 9ti((7r.)(t~: J:A"1. ;.J(I') = 0. 
for any X E F(kerr.)1 and V. 11' E F(kern.). 
Now, we li~tve 
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Theorem 3.2.3. Let, r he an anti-in.vari(rnt Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kachler 
manifold (al, g. J) onto a Riemannian. manifold (B, gn). Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) The distribution (kerT„) defiiu.c a totally geodesic foliation on M. 
(ii) TVBX +Ac.yV +'H(17,t JV) — JV(VV) = 0 
or, Tt.•BX + Al V + 7-l(nxJV) — .IV(V.~ 1') E 
(iii) —ga((OT.)(['. JX). r~Jit") + 9s(V -7rs Jl'. ,r.JIV) = 0, 
for any X E I'(kerr,)1 and V, IV E F(keri„). 
Proof. From (1.1.1). (1.1.2), (1.1.4) and Lemma 1.1.2 for any X E r(kerr.)' and V. i1' E 
F(k.erir,). we have 
9(V1:'IV, X) _ —J(11", V►IX) 
_ —9(JVyX, Jib') 
_ —9(n►,JX, ✓W) + y((0► ,✓)X..1 ) 
_ —9(V .JX, .JW) — 9((V x .1)V, J1'V) 
_ —9(7j'BX.1W) — 9(AcV..1W) 
_ —9(7'13 X. J6i') — g(Acx V..IlV) 
— g(7-1(VxJV),.1IV) + g(JV(V V), J11) 
Hence. (kerir.) defines a totally geodesic foliation on :11 if and only if 
9(Ti BX, Jii%) + g(Ac.v V. Jit') + g(~l(C'x.IV) .1W) — g(JV(V r['). J[t') = 0. (3.2.3) 
This implies that 
or. 
T-BX + Ac.vV +- x(V., JV) - JV(V t V) E F(p). 
which shows that (i) a (ii). 
Further 1w using (3.1.4). (3.2.3) becomes 
0 = g(7 .BX..lit') + 9(Acx V. JW't') q(Jl(V .JV)..Ilt') — t1(JV(vxV),.1W) 
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=g(VVDX,JW)+g(Vi-CX, 1W)+g{VxJVJW)—g(Vx% YV) 
_q( ,VvBX, r.JW)+gn r,VvCX.rr,JW)+q(rr.VxJVsr,JW)—gp(r.VxV_ir,W) 
= gx((V )iV.BX). JIY')+9e((a)(V,CX), JW)+9s(VziJVn.JW) 
_gs((V7r4(V,JX),7rJW)+g(V r.JV r.JW), 
which gives that (2i) <4 (u). 	 0 
For a Langrangian Riemannian submersion, we have 
Corollary 3.2.3. Let T be a Langrangian Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (M,g,J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B,g R ). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(a) The distribution (ker-a,) defines a totally geodesic foliation on M, 
(ii)T,JX*fliV JV)—JV(V'xV)=0, 
(iii) se((o .)( ,JX),i.JW)+s3(VX7.JV,r.Jw) —o, 
for any X E F(k.err.}' and V E P(kerrq). 
Now we give  the necessary and sufficient condition for Langrangian Riemannian sub 
aiersion to be a totally geodesic map. First, we recall 
Definition 32.1. (P. Baa,d and J. C. Wood.:?9VJ). A ddfferentdal map w between two 
Rfematnian manifolds is called totally geodesie if (Vir.)(X, Y) = 0, for all X, Y E 
F(TM)- 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let :r be a Lanymngian Riemannian submersion from a nearly Koehler 
vnan.ifold (M, y, J} onto a Riemannian manifold (B, go ). Thera the Langrangian Rieman-
nien .submersion yr is totally geodesic map if and only if 
TvJW + TwJV = JTvV 
and 
AXJTV +VwJX — JAXW, 
for any X, Y E T(krra41  and V, W E T(ker7r.). 
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Proof \fie know that the second fundamental fornl of a Rienlanniatl submersion satisfies 
(vT.)(.1. Y) = ft b x. Y E r(ker;.y. 	 (3.2.4) 
For any V W E r(kerir.) using (3.1.4), we have 
(vn.)(v,11) = v;.T,([V) - 7.(v%'11) 
= T.(.I(.IV iv)) 
7r,(J(vv.1[[ — (V, J)6t')) 
= r(.1(v l J[[' + (L'►ti J) [ )) 
=T(.1(v ,JW +Vu .IV—Jv,t 1 )) 
= T.(.I(T J[[' 	Tc Ji' — .IT,: [')). 	 (3.2.5) 
On the other hand, for 4V E r(kerx.) and X E r(S•erT.)-c using (3.1.4). we get. 
(VT.)(X, l') = vkr*(11') - ir.(v., 1[') 
= T,(J(JV x [V)) 
= T.(J(v.t J[i1- (v, .I'['V)) 
_ ir,(J(C'.~ J[[' + ( t .l)-1 )) 
= 7r.(J(v. .1[l' -I- Vu.Ja — .IVtt ,x)) 
= T.(J(.A.\ J1 + v lt,fJX — J(Av [[ ))). 	(3.2.6) 
Since J is non-singular, the result follows from (3.2.4), (3.2.5) and (3.2.6). 	 O 
3.3 Product Theorems 
In this sect-ion. we UDt.aifl some decomposition tgyheorems by using the existence of anti-
invariant Riemannian submersions. WVe again recall the following result from R. Ponge 
and H. Reckziegel (1993): 
Definition 3.3.1. Let g,V be a Riemannian metric tensor on the manifold N = Al x B 
and assume that the canonical foliations D,.. and Da intersect perpendicularly everywhere. 
Then g is a metric tensor of 
(7-- oq 1„x  
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(i) a usual product of Riemannian manifolds if and only if D-11 and D f3 are totally 
geodesic foliations. 
(ii) a twisted product if and only if D.11 is a totally geodesic foliation and Dn is a totally 
umbilical foliation. 
(iii) a doubly t2uisted product fB X  F if and only if D11 and D1: are totally umbilical 
foliations. 
Our first deeohlp»ition theorem for an allti-iHvau;alit R.iemanunian sulmlesioxi follows 
from Theorem 3.2.1 <u1(l Theorem 3.2.3 in terms of second fundamental form of such 
subniersioils. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let it be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
nianif(ild (.\I. g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, q f3 ) and ('J  )Y E hJ(ker7i,)-i 
Then. _lI is a locally product manifold if and only if 
98((Vrr.)(X, JY), i,,JV) = -2ct(C'S'..IAx [') + q(C}',T, 13:x) + g(C'Y. Ac .,1') 
all(1 
(If3l(Vr.)(l',.Ll").r,.l[[) 	98(V~r• JL''. it. J[[') = 0. 
for any X. Y E I'(keuir. 	and [', 11 - f(ker7r.). 
From Corollary 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.3. we have the following decomposition then-
rein for La11graiigiaii l2ienitnI1INn snl)tnersions: 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let it be a Lanyranqian. Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
rout1fa!ri ,.11. q..1) to a Riemannian manifold (B, ya). Then ItI is a locally product man- 
ifold if and only if 
9t((VT•)(X. JI'). ;r,.11') = 0 
and 
-9r3((fi; .)(, IX), i,..II1') -1- 9t(W7F.JI'. -.,Jib") = 0, 
for any X. Y E 1'(1 r-,,) and l', 11 , E r(k(rn.). 
next, we ohhtam the decomposition theorem which is related to the notion of twisted 
product manifold. 
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Theorem 3.3.3. Let n be Langran.gia.n. Ricnra1lnron srrbnr.crsion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (.11.g„I) onto a Riemannian manifold (R.g). If (V,t.J)Y E F(kerir,)', then 
Al is a twisted product manifold of the form M(A)l X 1 	if and only if 
T-JX = —g(X.Ti i' )IIV II 2JV + Jv(v_,V) - N(v,.IV) 
and 
A,t JY = ft 
for any X, Y E F(ker,r.)' and V E F(ker7,), where -1I(k rn, )i and :ll(x& ,,,) are integral 
manifolds of the distributions (kern.)' and (kern.), respectively. 
Proof. For any X E 1'(kern.)1 and V, IV E 1'(kerzr.), using (1.1.1), (1.1.2) and Lemma 
1.4.2 we get 
9(7, v1 . ) — —9((VI - , 1T ) 
_ —g(V~ JX (V .J)X. JIV) 
_ —9(V JX ± (V..I)V..JU') 
—g(V . JX + C~~ Jl' — .JV V JIv) 
_ —g(Ti JX + 7l(V.vJV) — .IV(V.t V). JU'). 
This implies that (kern.) is totally umbilical if and only if 
T-.JX +?-l(V...IV) — .IV(V. V) _ —X(A)JV. 	 (3.3.1) 
where ,\ is some function on Al. Now, from (3.3.1) we have 
g(—X(.)JV, JV) = g('T,,JX -~- fL(v,rJV) — .JV(VxV), J1'). 
— X(A)IIVII2 = g(T,JX , .IV) +g(7-l(VxJV),.IV) —9(.IV(V.vV)..JV) 
= rq(V 1; .I 1..IV) + g(R(VxJV). J17 ) — g(JV(V vV). JV) 
= g((VvJ)X + JVI , X, JV) + g(1-l(V.r JV)..JV) — g(JV(V,rV), IV) 
= —g((V x J)V, JV) + g(JV~-X. JV) - o(T-L(D,xJy), .JV) — g(.IV(0xV), JV) 
= —g(0xJI/.. JL') + g(IV V. JV) + g(JUvX, JV) 
+ !/(R(V .JV ). JV) — g(.JV(V.t t"), IV) 
= — g(?-l(Vx JV). JV) + g(JV(V., V). JV) + g(7 •X. V) 
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= —9(A. T'V), 
which implies that 
X() = y(X.T 	 )IIVI'. 	 (3.3.2) 
Hence. (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) give 
T J.l" . —y.1'.7 t'l ll'I -'.lt' + JV(P.~ l") — 71(Va-Ji') 
The result then follows from Corollary 3.2.1. 	 O 
\Vc now prove the non-existence of it twisted product manifold of the form .11(ker ,L .) X j 
for Langrangian Riemannian submersion. 
Theorem 3.3.4. There does not i-.nst Langrangian Riemannian submersion from a nearly 
kachl(-r manifold (.11, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. qj) such that Al is a locally 
proper twisted product ?Manifold of the for-nt .11(kcr7T .) X f 
Proof. Let us suppose that r be a Laogragian Riemannian submersion from a nearly 
Kaehler manifold (Al, q, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, gB) and .11 is a locally proper 
twisted product manifold of the form .11( i;frr.) X f -'11txriT,)1 - Then by Definition 3.3.1. 
-11i kcrr.. is it totally geodesic foliation and :11tk .r , .  	is a totally umbilical foliation. 
1f h is the second fundamental form of :11(kEr,, , then we get 
(J(V.\ 1, V) = g(7-1V,t i ± VV .v Y. V) 
= 9(VV-y'1'. 1') 
= g(h(X. Y), V), 
for any X. Y E P(lertr,)1 and V E 1'(kerir.). Since. 11Mker,..)i is totally umbilical foliation 
then we have 
~!(V,.,V Y, V) = g(H, V)q(X. Y), 	 (3.3.3) 
where H is the nican curvat we %'('etof field of .11; .,. T 
On the other hand. from (1.1.1). (1.1.2). (1.1.4) and Lemma 1.4.2 we have 
l') = — g(Y. \'v1".) 
= —q(JY.G,,J1 ' — (V.-•1)V)) 
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= —9(JY A.r.J -r (VVJ)X ) 
=-9(JY,A.y.N+VN.IX —.IV1-X) 
= —g(JY , Ax JV + T; JX — JA,~ V ). 	 (3.3.4) 
Thus, from (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) we have 
A.t JV + 7 .IX — JA  = —g(H. V )JX 
-g(H, V)II X 1I' = 9(A., JV + T-J,I - 	JX) 
= g(VxJV +Vj'JX — JV X,JX) 
= g(V .v .N + (V i-J)X. JX) 
= g(v..JV — (C?.1)V .IX) 
= g(JV.y V. IX) 
= y(V xV, X) 
_ —9(V, V X) 
_ -9(V, Ax X). 
From (1.4.5) we know that, A,vX = 0. which implies 
q(H, V)ILXI 2 = 0. 
Since g is a Riemannian metric and H E r(kerr,,), we conclude that H = 0. It means 
that (kerr,)1 is totally geodesic. so Al is a usual product of Riemannian manifolds. Thus, 
it completes the proof. 	 ❑  
4 
Anti-invariant Riemannian Submersions from 
Almost Hermitian Manifolds 
In Chapter 3, we have studied anti-invariant Riemannian and Langrangian Riemannian 
submersions from nearly Kaelder manifolds onto Riemannian manifolds putting conditions 
directly on the tensor field VJ. In this chapter we deal with the same problem of such 
submersions from nearly Kaehler, Kaehler and in general almost Hermitian manifolds by 
splitting VJ into two parts, the horizontal and the vertical part, introducing two new 
tensors P and Q, and investigate the geometry of the foliations of the two distributions 
in terms of P and Q. We obtain the necessary and sufficient condition for a Langrangian 
Riemannian submersion to be totally geodesic. The decomposition theorems for the total 
manifold of the submersion are also obtained. The contents of this chapter are accepted 
for publication in Filomat. 
4.1 Geometry of the Distributions 
For arbitrary tangent vector fiolda E and F mr M, we set 
(V E t)F = PFF + QEF, 	 (4.1.1) 
where PEP (respectively QEF) denote the horizontal (respectively vertical) part of (VEJ)F. 
For a Kaeliler manifold Al, we have 
P — Q=o, 	 (4.1.2) 
for all E, FE['(TM). 
If Al is a nearly Kaehler inanifold, then it can be easily checked that both P and Q 
are anti-sycnmetdc in E and F, i.e., 
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PE F = —PE E and QE F = —QF E. 	 (4.1.3) 
Using (4.1.1) we prove the following: 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (Al, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, ge ). Then 
g(VxCY, JV) = —g(CY, JA_ V) — g(CY, P,.V), 	 (4.1.4) 
for any X. Y E r(ker7r.)1 and V E F(keri„). 
Proof. For X, Y E F(ker7r.)1 and V E r(herir,), using (1.1.2) we have 
g(V CY, JV) = —g(CY,V x JV) 
= —g(CY, (VxJ)V) — g(CY JV.V). 
The result then follows from (4.1.1) and Leninia 1.4.2. 	 FW 
From Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.1, it follows that 
Proposition 4.1.1. Let T be an anti-invariant. Riemannian submersion from a nearly 
Kaehler manifold (Al, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, ge). Then 
g(CY.PxV)=g(CY,JAxV)—g(CY,AcxV)—g(CY,T,BX), 	(4.1.5) 
for any X, Y E F(kerir.)1 and V E I'(kernr.). 
Now, for the integrability of the distribution (ker7r.)-i we have 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let ir be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (Al, q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ge). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent 
(a) (kerir41 is integrable, 
(b) g8((0irf)(Y, BX) — (0ir•)(X , BY), ir.JV) = g(CY. JA.vV) + g(CY, P.xV) 
— g(CX, J.Ay-V) — g(CX, PYV) 
+ 2g(P.1Y, JV), 
(c) g(A.r BY — .A ),BX, JV) = g(CY, JAxV) + g(CY, P.vV) — g(CX, JAV.V) 
— y(CX, PV) + 2q(P.~Y, iv'), 
for any X, Y E F(kertr. )1 and V E I (kern.,). 
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Proof. For wily Y C 	r-,;i and I' E F( I7.) Wc•c see from Definition 3.1.1, A' E 
(ker7r.)1 and JY E F((k.eri ) ems' Ea). For X E F(kerr,) - using (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). we get 
= g(V.~-IY. IV) — 9((%'.tJ)Y, JV) — g(D? JX. JV) + 9((V yJ)X, JV) 
Further, by using (3.1.4), (1.2.2), (4.1.3) and Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain 
( / ((X. }'!. V) = y(Vx BY. J~') - g(v,-B t. JV) 
-- g(V.-C'Y. Jl') — g(V}1C'X. J1') — g(P.t-Y. JV) + g(PyX. JV ) 
= gR(r.Vx l3)". ..1[') — g13(T.Vy•BX,Tr,JV) 
+ g(V. -CY. JV) — q(P} CX. JV) — 2 g(P.rY. JV) 
= — g8((Vr.)(X, BY). ir,.Jl') — g8((V;,=)(Y. BX). fi.JV) 
+ g(V'.~C'Y. JV) — g(VyCl'. J}') - 2g(P.yY. JV) 
= 9L ((.,,1~ y 13.1') — (V;, ,)(.l'. B}').; .,1[') 	g(CY..JA.y[) 
— g(C'}', PxV) + 9(C' Y, JAI V) + g(CX. PyV) -- 2g(PxY, JV), 
Hence, (kerr,,)' is integrable if and only if 
!1a((D.)(}'. 13.1') — (T';r.)(.Y. BY). ;,.JV) = g(CY..J A.vV) + g(CY, PvV) 
— q(('X, .I_A ) ,V) — g(CX, P }-V) 
+ 2g(P,Y. IV). 	 (4.1.6) 
which implies that (a) b (b). 
On t he of her hand , by using (3.1.4) and Lemma 1.4.2 we obtain 
(V7r.)(Y. BX) — (Vr, .)(X. BY) = —r,(VyyBX — V'.~ BY) 
— A,-BX). 	(4.1.7) 
Hence, (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) show that. (b) 	(c). 	 D 
For a Langrangian Riemannian submersion. we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.1.1. Let r, : (:11, g. J) --> (B. gB) be a Langranguin Riemannian submersion 
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from a nearly Kaehler manifold (JI, g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ge ). Then the 
following assertions are equivalent 
(a) (kerir.)1 is integrable, 
(b) gfj((VT.)(Y IX) — (VT4(X..11), i,J11") = 2g(Py Y..1V), 
(c) A.,c JY — Ay•.I X = 2P.~ 1'. 
for any X, Y E P(kerir4 1- and V E l'(kerT,). 
Since P = () if Al is a Kaehler manifold, then from Theorem 4.1.1 and Corollary 4.1.1 
we have the following results: 
Theorems 4.1.2. (B. Sabin, 2010). Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion 
from a Koehler manifold (Al, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. gB). Then the fol-
lowing assertions are equivalent 
(a) (kern.)' is integrable, 
(b) ge((C7•)(Y. BX ), 7r.JV) = gj3((V ir.)(X, BY). ir:JV)+y(CY. JA.~ 1 )—g(CX, JAI•V), 
(c) g(A.r BY — AB  X, JV) = g(CY, JAx V) — g(C.Y. JAI. V ). 
for any X. Y E r(ker7r.)' and V E I'(kerir.). 
Corollary 4.1.2. (B. Sa.hin, 2010). Let 7r : (aM, y, J) —~ (B, gn) be a Langrangian Rie-
mannian submersion, where (.1I, g, J) is a Kaehler manifold and (B, gjj) is a Riemannian 
manifold. Then the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) (k-er7r.)1 is integrable, 
(b) (Vir)(l'..1Y) _ (VT,)(Y..J ), 
(c) AX.JY = 
for any X, 1' E r(kcr7r,)'. 
Since, the vertical vector fields arc ;r-related to zero vectors. It is noted that the 
vertical distribution is integrable. 
\Ve now have 
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Theorem 4.1.3. Lct r be an anti-invariant Riemannian. submersion from nearly Kacleler 
rntcrnijnld (_ll. (J. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B.ge), then 
(a) 9R((Vi.)(LA"..IV) — (V r.)(l'..IIt ), r C'X) = 2g(P1-It'.CX) + 29(QvW.13 X) ,  
(b) g(A.rwl' — .f=lit lt'. C'X) = 2g(P►'[t . C'X) + 29(QvW,  BX ), 
for arty X E h(1 rr.)` and V. IV E T(kerr,.). 
Proof. For any X E I-(kcr7r,)-- and V, IV E r(kcrr,) using (1.1.1), (1.1.4), (3.1.2). (3.1.4) 
and (3.1.1). we have 
4([V. It']. X) = A(J L'. It'J. .JX) 
= q(.I vIV..IX) — q(.IVIt ['...IX) 
= g(VI JII" IX) — 9((V t.J)IV..IX) — g(V tt;.II'. .I X) + g((Vw.1)1',  IX) 
— y( 	 JX) — y(Vu JV, J.\" i ? y((\7 J)IV. J X) 
= 9x(C1 JV.;..1X) — 9 (.V w /l'. - .JX) — 2rt(Pt'lt', JX) — 29(21.[t'. JX) 
_ —Jtj((C.)(V..11V).rGX) 19((Vir,(l'V..IV). 7.C)C) 
— 2g(I'c !t'. J.V) — 2y(Qt 1i". JX). 
Since (.err,) is integrable. we pet 
J['j — (C' •)(1.ill ).;,,C'X) = 2g(PvU..IX) +2y(2vI'i%,JX), (4.1.8) 
which proves (a). 
On the other hand, using; (3.1.4) we have 
= T,('1-lVt/J1 ) —  
	
= T.(A.iti V — 41 1V). 	 (4.1.9) 
BY using (-1.1.8) and (4.1.9). we get (b). 	 [U 
Next. we have 
Theorem 4.1.4. Lc t T be an anti-invariant Riemannian. submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (.'11, q J) onto a Riemannian manifold (13, ). Then 
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(a) gQ((Vr.)(V. JX). 7r,JU )—g13((V,.)(U, J_1). r.JV) = 2g(Pt -t-[ . CX)+2g(Q,, I ,VV, BX). 
(b) y(T.BX.IV) y(T BX..1[t')+q(A( • \ it'..I[')-g(AcxV.J[t") =2y(P, TV, CX) 
+2y(Qt W, DX), 
for any X E r(kFrr4 - and [': IF E F(kerir.). 
Proof. Since the vertical distribution is integrakle so that for any X E I'(/Fer7r.)l and V, [t' E 
1,(keri,) using (1.1.1). (3.1.2). (4.1.3) and (3.1.4). we obtain 
0 = g([V [1'1.X) 
= g(JV7vIV JX) — g(JVIt.v..JX) 
= y(V t-.1[F,.IX) — y(V•Ji-'..IX) —!I((Vt .1)[t'. .IX) +g((Ctt•.1)V. IX) 
= -g(VyJX. J[WV) + f](VwJ X. IV) -- 2g(Pt-[i'. CX) - 2g(2y[t'. BX) 
= -g(V 1BX. JtF) - g(V t-CX, J[[') + y(Vtt B X. JV) 
+ y(VwCX, JV) - 2q(P,'[t'. CX) - 2g(Q1•[t'. BX) 
= -9e(r.VVL3X,r.J[[') - g8(7'.V1C.'X. r.JIf') f1B(,Vtt•BX.7r,JV) 
+ye(7r,Vtt•CX.r,JV) - 2g(Pv[V,CX) - 2g(Q1, [ ,V.BX) 
= gi3((VT.)(V BX), r,J[F) + gB((V.)(t , CX). ir.JIF) - qB(V ,r.(CX ), i.JW ) 
- q8((V r.)(ii',BX),ir,.JV) - 2g(P,,W,CX) - 2g(Qt [Y,BX) 
-gH((V7r,)(11"CX).7r.,JV)+gB(V ,1r,(CX).7r,JV). 	 (4.1.10) 
By using Claim 1. of Chapter 3 in (4.1.10), we have 
9L?((VT)(V, IX). ;,,J[[')—gH((V;,.)([tW. JX), r,JV)-2y(7't [t' CX)-2g(nt•W, I3X) = 0. 
which is (a). 
On the other hand, by using Lemma 1.4.2 and (3.1.2) in above calculation we have 
0 = g(VX.J[V. JX) - y(V t t•.IV. JX) - g((Vt .1)[t'..IX) - g((ytt .1)L'. JX) 
_ -y{V % IX, .I[t%) + y; V,t .l.l'..Il) - 2q(P1 [[ F. CX) — 2g(2.[[ . BX) 
_ -.9(~'t BX, JI[') - q(V', C'.l. J[[%) + q(Ci t .13.Y, IV) 
+ y(D1ti-CX, JV) - 2g(PI.11'. CX) - 2g(2t t['. BX) 
_ -g(T'BX..1W) - g(Accxi..1t [')+g(Tt;BX..1V) i g(A(..\[t"..JV) 
- 2g(PvTV.CX) - 2g(Qy, IF. BX)j 
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which gives (b). 	 C 
For a Lan;rangian Riemannian submersion, from Theorem 4.1.4 we have the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 4.1.3. Legit ,, be Langrangian. Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
In(IrBfr1(l (.11. g..1 > onto a Ri.em.an.nian. manifold (B, g13 ). Then 
(a) Ole((V .)( 1'..IX ). M,Jlt j — !111((Vir.)(If. IX). 7cJV) _ ?R(QLIF..IX), 
(b) g(7i1- .IX..IV) — g(7j..JX..IlF) = 2g(QjA-V. IX), 
for any X E h(kc:r7,-.) and 1". lV E I'(kc:rr.,). 
For the case of Kaehler manifold we have the following results: 
Theorem 4.1.5. Let , be an anti-invariant Riemannian .submersion from a Kaehler 
manifold (:11. q. J) auto a Riernanraian manifold (B, q), then 
(a) r1n(( 7 .)(ll..II'). r.CV) = fJa( 07r.)(V..11S 7 ). r,CX), 
~1, 	..4.111 1' — A.it~li' E T (•I(krrr.)), 
for any .V E Fr-r.)- and V. lt." E r(k rf,). 
Proof. For any X E r(/ err,.) - and V. It'' E r(ker7r„), using (1.1.1). (1.1.4) and (3.1.4) 
%X-C have 
g([V. 11'1, X) = g(J[l'. iI':..IX) 
= g(.IG',-lt'. IX) — g(.JVV. JX) 
= g(V I •J11'..IX) — y(Vit .1[", JX) 
= 98(T.VVJW.7r.JX) — gB( 7r VIVJI'. ,r.JX) 
= —9 ((Vr.)(V, JIV). ,r,C X) + ge((V7r)(11 , JV). i,CX ). 
Since (kerh,) is rnl,eorrihke. we get 
df;((Vi.)(IV..J T ), T,C'X) = 9 ((Vr,([%.JU ).r.CX). 	(4.1.11) 
On the other hand, using (3.1.1) we have 
(oir.)(11 ', JV) - (VT,)(V, J►l) = -,,(V%t.JV) + 7%(o1'JcW) 
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— —7r.(1-lV,t JV) +7r,(1-1Vi..1it') 
= 7r* (A. 1 'V — A.n W). 	(4.1.12) 
From (4.1.11) and (4.1.12), we get (b). 	 n 
Next, we have 
Theorem 4.1.6. Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian sWbmer.5mn from a Kaehler 
manifold (.1I, q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, ge). Then 
(a) ga((V 7e)(.*JX),7r,I6) =gB((V7r)(,JX),-.JV), 
(b) g(T.B X, J61') - g(YwBX. Jt') = g(Ac*rTT'* JV) - g(A(:,..xV, JTF). 
for any X E F(kr7r.)' and V. IF E F(kkeri.). 
Proof. For any X E F(kerT.)1 and V. W E F(kerir.), we have 
0=g([V, WI. X) 
= g(J[V, Ii'], JX) 
= g(JD%!W. IX) - g(JV v V. JX) 
=g(V1 ,/ t, JX) -g(V jt .IVJX) 
-g(V vJX, .1W) + q(V wJX. J1') 
_ -9a(7.Vv.JX.7rjilW) +9n( 7r.Vt JX.r.JV) 
= gB((o7r.)(V, IX). 7Jfl) - ga((V)(l. ix). T..JV). 
which gives (a). 
On the other hand. we have 
o = q(lV, VVI, X) 
= g(J[V. Irt']..JX) 
= g(JV t•it' — JC~li•~', JX) 
= q(V j JIt', JX) — g(V,t..IV, IX) 
_ —g(Vv JX, JI'V) +q(V ttJX,IV) 
_ —g(TiBX. fit') — g(A('.rV. Ill') + y(Tn BX, JV ) + g(Ac, W, JV), 
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which gives (b). 	 0 
For Langrangian Rieniannnlian sulmiersion we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.1.4. Lr t - hr Langran.gia.n Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
.11. q. Jj onto a Blemann.ian manifold (B.ge ). Then 
(a) gB((VT.)(l. J.x). ;,..CIS') _ g8((V; .)(U..I ). 7r4 Jv). 
(b) Ttt.Jli' = Ttt-J[', 
for (!fly X E F(ker•r,)1 and V. W E F(ker7r.). 
4.2 Totally Geodesic Foliations and Totally Geodesic Map 
Iii tl;i -, s(:CCtion. we Study the foliations, of the two distril)tltions of anti-invariant and 
Langrangiali Riemannian subn►ersion and obtain the equivalent conditions for totally 
geodesicness. 
First. we prove the following characterizations for the totally geodesieness of the 
leave., of (- r ;,,): 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let r, be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly kaehler 
rnrin fulrl ()1, q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B.98). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent 
(a) (kern,. )1 defines a totally geodesic foliation on :11, 
(b) g(A.r•BY, JIB ) = q(CY.JA.,VV)+g(CY.P.,1')±g(Px}'.JV). 
(r) 9B((V7,•)(X.J}') , r,JV) = — g(CY.JA.yV) — g(CY•P V) — g(P.vY,Jt,'), 
for any X. Y E T(kerrr,)1 and V E r(ker7r,). 
Proof. For any X, Y E I'(ker7r,) - and V E I'(ker7r.) using (1.1.1), (1.1.2), (3.1.2). Lemma 
1.4.2 and Lemma 4.1.1. we get 
g(Vx1', V) = g(.1V'.\ 1'. IV) 
_ !I(71xJ 1'.JU~~ 
= g(V.tBYJV' + q(VxCY. JV) — g((V.,.J)Y, JV) 
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= q(A.x BY. J1') — g(CY, .JAx V) — g(CY PV) — g(P.v-Y, .IV), 
it follows that (a) 	(b). 
Now, by using (3.1.4) we have 
g(AxBY JV) = g(V x BY, JV) 
= q(V,v JY.IV) — g(V.F-C'Y, jv- ) 
= gfl(7.VxJY, ;,.JV) — q(V xCY, JV) 
_ -gn((oir.)(X. JY'). ;,,.IV) + g8(V T,(JY),  i.JV) - g(VxCY, JV) 
_ —gB((07•)(Y , JY).7r.IV) + g(V  C", JV) — g(VxC . JV) 
_ —9i3((V7r1)(X. JY). 7r.IV), 
which shows that (b) a (c). 	 . 
For Langrangian Riemannian submersion. we have 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let 7r be a Langrangian Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (M, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. qil ). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(a) (kerr.)1  defines a totally geodesic foliation on Al, 
(b) .A J}' = P.vY, 
(c) gB((VT•)(X. JY), ir.JV) = q(Py,I..IV), 
for any X. Y E h(ker7r,)1  and [' E F(kcrnr,). 
For the totally geodesicness of the foliations of (kern,), we have 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let 7 be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from an. almost 
Hermitian manifold (Al. g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, g1j ). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent 
(a) (kern.) defines a totally geodesic foliation on ?I1. 
(b) 9B((V%•)(i".JX). 7r ,Jiy) =g(PvIT', CV)  +q(Qi  lP.Ba"). 
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(c) g(T-BX + AC., ti'. Jll) = -g(P I.1F. CX) - g(Q TF. BX), 
for any X E I'(kerr,)1 arid V. it , E r(kerr, ). 
Proof. For any V. tt ` I'(✓,•Fr,..) and .\" E f (ker7.)1 using (1.1.1) and (4.1.1). we have 
9(D~-it'. X) = g(JVI•lVV, J,Y) 
= q(V,-.1W-i'. JX) -- q V' ./)11'..I,k ) 
-g(V JX. JlV) - g(P,4V. CX) - g(Ql•It . 13X ). 
The Riemannian submersion r and (3.1.4) imply that 
g(VjolVl X) _ -9(V%•JX. JA•t') - g(Pt.tr. CX) - 9(wlV BX) 
-9 (;;,Vy .1X. ; ,Jtt') - 9(Pv'ti', CX) - 9(Q - 11". BX) 
= 9c(( V-.) (V. IX). r,Jtt') - gB(V'V7 .(JX ). 7r,CX ) 
q(P~'tt , CX) — g(Ql'II . BX) 
= 913((VT.)(V. JX ). r,JII') - 9e(V(BX ). 7r,CX ) 
- qa(Ci•r-,(CX),nCX) - g(P1.1t ,CX) - g(Q1t1V,BX) 
= 9((K' ,.)(l'. JX). r.,Jtt') - 9t3(V'I•7 , ,(C'X ). r,C'X ) 
- 9(P, tt V. CX) - g(Q t lV. BX). 	 (4.2.1) 
By using Claim 1. of Chapter 3 in (4.2.1), we have 
.y(V Ut'. X) = 9B((Vr.)((%'. IX). r,Jil') - 9(PI -I't", CX) - q(Q 'tt", rix). 
Hence. (kcr7r,) defines a totally geodesic foliation onn Al if and only if 
98((V;,.)(V. JX ). 7r,Jli') _ q(Py it". CX) + g(Q IV. BX) 	(4.2.2) 
which shows that. (a) 	(b). 
Again by using Claim 1. of Chapter 3. we derive 
ga(ir.Jtt". (77,.)(t ..J )) = 9s(T.JIt'. çr ; ,(IX)) - .9B(ir,JtV, r.V JX) 
=9i3(r,.11P,Vi•r.(PX))+gB(7r. ,JIV,V r (C'X)) 
- 11B(r.Jlt'. r.V I JX) 
= -9B(T.Jtt'. 7,-.171.JX ) 
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= -g(.Iii'.V %'.IX) 
= -y(Jii , V1 BX -- 7t•CX) 
= -g(.116', V BX + [V. CX] + 
Since [V, CX] E 1'(kerr.), by using Lemma 1.4.2 we get 
9nG.J1-'C', (Vr.)(V, JX) = -g(Jlt , T-BX + Ac 1' ). 	(4.2.3) 
The result (lien follows from (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). 	 0 
For Laugrangian I3ieniannian subinersion. we have 
Corollary 4.2.2. Let ;r be a Langra.ngian Riemannian submersion from an almost Her-
mitian. manifold (M. g, .I) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ctn). Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent 
(a) (kcrr.) defines a totally geodesic foliation on A1, 
(b) ga((Vlr.)(V. JX). „J1V) = g(Qt4t'. JX), 
(c) 7 .Ill' = C,Zi.II -.
for X e F(kerT.)- and V. 11 E F(kerr,). 
For a nearly Kaeliler manifold .11 the <ahove two results can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (,11, g. .1) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ge ). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent 
(a) (kcrir,) defines a totally geodesic foliation on al. 
(b) ga((Or•)(i'.  JX).T,JI V') = -g(PtvV,CX) - g(Q„-l'. BX), 
(c) A1(T,BX +.Ac.rv,1  WW ) = g(P►, V. CX) +.q(Qtt•t'.  BX), 
for any X E F(k'er7r.)1  and V, 11 E I'(kerzr,). 
For Langrangian Riemannian submersion, we have 
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Corollary 4.2.3. 1., t - I)F a Langrangsan Rieman.nuin sn/nnersion f rom a nearly A'aPhIer 
manifold (.11. y..1) onto a Riemannian manifold (B4 O13 ). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(a) (kern) defines a totally geodesic foliation on A1, 
(b) ya((VT.)(V. JX ). ,,.Jlt') = —g(Qut -U. J.Y), 
(c) 7 Jlt , = —QV. 
for 	E I'(kcr7r4)' and 1•. It E I'(ker7r.). 
As we know tlhat for the case of Kaehler manifold 'P = Q = 0. then from the above 
results we have the following: 
Theorem 4.2.4. (B. Sahin. 2010). Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion 
from a Kaehler manifold (.11, y..1) onto a Riemannian. manifold (B, ge). Then the fol-
lowing assertions are equivalent 
(a) ( k rr )  defcne.c a totall►1 geodesic foliation on .11. 
(b) y(A., BY. ,II') = yt(JA.yI'.C~'), 
(c) qn((V —,,)( ,Y. JY). ;,,.I1') = g(JA., I'. CY) 
for .l. Y E I'(kerr,)1 and 1' E r(kerr,,). 
For Laiigrangian Riemannian subU1ersion. we have 
Corollary .1.2.4. (Ii. Sabin. 2010). Let T be a Langrangian Riemannian submnersion. from 
Na' W, r 110 11/ iJoid (.11. rt. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, yB). Then, the following 
assertions are equivalent 
(a) (her••r,)1 defines a totally geodesic foliation on M. 
(b) A.~•JY = 0. 
(c) (C'r.)(X,.IY) —0. 
for X. Y E r(kerr,,)1 
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For the distribution (ker .), we have 
Theorem 4.2.5. (B. Sahin, 2010). Let T : (!I, g, J) —> (B, gn ) be an anti-invariant Rie-
mannian sr.hnersiQn, where (Al. g, J) is a Kaehler manifold and (B. gH) is a Riemannian 
manifold. 'Then the following assertions are equivalent 
(a) (kerzr.) defines a totally geodesic foliation on .11. 
(b) gB((V7r•)(V..1 X). it,,.Jli') = U. 
(c) T ,B L + Ac.~ V E 1'(u)• 
for X E r(kcr7r.)1 and V. 11 E l'(Mcf•7r.). 
For Langrangian R.ieniannian suhinersi<ni. we have the following, corollary: 
Corollary 4.2.5. (B. Sahin, 2010). Lrt T be a Langrcnryrair Riemannian .5utnncrsion from 
a Kaehler manifold (Al, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, y13 ). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent 
(a) (kern,) defines a tot (21111 yeodfsi.c foliutwn 'in .11. 
(b) (Vir)(V JX) = 0, 
(c) T•.lit' = 0, 
for X E T(kcrir.)1 and V. 11' E F(ker7r,). 
Now we prove the characterization for Langrangian Riemannian submersion to be a 
totally geodesic map. 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let r be a Langrangian. Riemannian submersion from an almost Hermi-
titan. manifold (al, y, J) onto a Riemannian. manifold (B. ge). Then 7r is totally Geodesic 
map if and only if 
T ,J11' = Qvll' 
and 
Ax .1jV = Q \-1S. 
for any X E r(l rrr,)1 and V, It' E r(kr rir.). 
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Proof. Wke know that the second fundamental form of a Riemannian submersion satisfies 
(V7r.)(X, Y) = 0, 	 (4.2.4) 
for all .'V. Y 	F(/r.')-. For l'. it' E F(krr=,. i using (3.1.4). we have  
V. l', Il') _ V '. ,(ll') - ;,.(VIIlt) 
= 
=T,(J(" .111' 	(V~ .1)W)) 
= r.(JT'JIt - .JQt II'). 	 (4.2.5) 
Oil the other hand. for it' E F(h 'r7r,) and X E F(k<-rr,)1 using (3.1.4) we obtain 
(C 	}(.l. U') _ -.C'it' 
_ 'rr.(J(V Jlt' - (V. J)W)) 
= r.(.IAy Jit' - .1nt tt'). 	 (4.2.6) 
Since J is non-singular. tlien the result follows front (4.2.4), (4.2.5) and (4.2.6). 	0 
From the above result, we have the following: 
Theorem 4.2.7. /13. Sah.in., 2010). Let r be a Lanyrungian Riemannian submersion from. 
a I(zrliler imani Jold (.11. qgy. Jl onto a Riemailnian manifold (B. g8 ). Then 7r is a totally 
yFod('.e,(• map if and on/?/ / 
TT~JV = 0 
(271 (1 
A.~ JII' = 0, 
for any X E T(ki , ) i r1nrl l', It' E r(kerr.). 
4.3 Total Manifold as Product Manifold 
In t his Bert ion, we ol)tain some decomposition theorems for an anti-invariant Riemannian 
submersion and Langrangian Riemannian submersion froIn a Ilearl}' Kaehler ml~anifold 
(.11. g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. 9,3). 
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We have the following decomposition theorem for an anti-invariant Riemannian sub-
mersion which follows from Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.3 in terns of second funda-
mental form of such submersions. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let r be an anti-invariant Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (11. g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ga). Then M is a locally product 
manifold if and only if 
9B(( 7 .)(1..1}"),ir.JV) _ —g(CY.JA,v B —g(C}'.1'.x[') 	~jcPx }"..IV), 
and 
9Q((VT.)(V, .I,V), 7r.JIV) _ — g(1'ht t', C'X) — 9(Qw f' B,\), 
for any X, Y E F(keerir+ )1 and V. it E  
From Corollary 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.3, we have the following result for Langrangian 
Riemannian submersions: 
Corollary 4.3.1. Lt T be a Langran.?ian. Riemannian submersion  from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (.11. g. J) onto a Riernannian manifold (B, gi'). Then M is a locally product if 
and only if 
9B((VT.)(X, JY),7r,JV) = 9(PyX. JV), 
and 
9e(ir..Iit'. (Or,.)(1'.IX) = —.4(Q1vV IX). 
for any X. Y E I'(ker7r.)' and 1'. lt' E F(kerir.). 
Next, we obtain the decomposition theorem which is related to the notion of twisted 
product manifold. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let r be Langrangian Riemannian submersion from a nearly Kaehler 
manifold (.lI. g. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. 9B). Then Al is a twisted product 
manifold of the form AI(kern, ) L x J ,11tAr ,.,, if and only if 
T .Ix = -q(-k, T,_v )IIVII -2JV - 
and 
.A.~ J }' — Px } 
for any X. Y E 1'(kerT1 )1 and V E F(keri. ), where A1(k ,,._ ) j and .11 x„r are integral 
manifolds of the distributions (kern)' and (kern,), respectively. 
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Proof. For any X E T(kcr•ir.)' and V E r(kerr,) using (1.1.1). (1.1.2) and Lemma 1.4.2, 
we get 
g(V'lU.\) _ -9((VuX. lt) 
_ -g(JVt .A. lU') 
_ -9(Vt,JX - (Vt., J)X, lit') 
_ -g(T -JX - Pt , 1..1it`). 
This implies that. (kern.) is totally umbilical if and only if 
T-JX -'P,X = -X(A)JV. 	 (1.3.1) 
%%-here A is some function on .\I. Now, from (4.3.1) we have 
q(—X(A)JV. JV) 
-X(A)IIV 11 2 
g(Tt JX - Pv -X, J1-') 
= g(T'.IX..IV) - g(PtyX,.IV) 
= -g(.IX. V .1V) - g(Pt' , JV) 
= g(V t .11.11') - g(PvvX, JV) 
= 9((Vy .I).l' 	IV,•X, JV) - g(Pv-X, JV) 
= g(P, .l..11') + gi .IC?i. 1. JV) - g(1't-1, .IV) 
= — q(X,T ,V) 
which implies t hat. 
_t(A)=g(,l.T )Ill' 
and hence (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) give 
TT -JX = -g(X. Tt,V)IIVI!-2JV - p. V. 
The result follows from Corollary 4.2.1. 
(4.3.2) 
ti❑  
Nov, we prove the non-existence of a twisted product manifold of the form AM(ktr. 	f  
for Langrangian Riemannian submersion. WVe have 
'I'heoreni 4.3.3. There (1e(.,, not exist Langrangian Riemannian submersion from an al-
most Hermitian manifold (11. q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. gY ) such that .11 is 
a locally proper twisted product manifold of the form M(kerir.) X 1  :11(kcrir.)'. 
Proof. Let us suppose that r be a Langrangian Riemannian submersion from an almost 
Hermitian manifold (.11. q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. gB) and Al is a locally 
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proper twisted product manifold of the form :11( k r.r. x f :11(k. 	~ , . Then by the Definition 
3.3.1, .'11(e.,T ,) is a totally geodesic foliation and MtkC,.n, y 1 is a totally umbilical foliation. 
If h is the second fundamental form of :11(k( , n.) , then we get. 
9(V.y-1'. V) = .9(71VxY + VVx}'. V) 
= g(VpvY, U) 
= g(h(X, Y). V) 
for X, Y E r(kerr41 and V  
Since, :II(A(r„_ ) I is totally iunbilical foliation then we have 
9(V. 	i') = 9(H, t')g(X. Y), 
where H is the mean curvature vector field of V E F(keri.). 
On the other hand; from (1.1.1). (4.1.1) aiicl Lemma 1.4.2 we have 
9(VxY, V) = —.9 (Y• V  V) 
_ —9(JY , .IVXV) 
= —9(JY.V.tJV% — (VxJ)V)) 
= —9(JY. Ax JV — Q I"). 
(4.3.3) 
(4.3.4) 
Thus from (4.3.3) and (4.3.4). we have 
A. JV — QxV = —9(H. V )JX ) 
— 9(H , V)11X112 = 9(AxJV — Qx 1". J:\' 
= 9(V.t.1V — (Vt ])17. JX) 
= g(JV l'. JX) 
= g(Vx V, X) 
_ —(V: V x X ) 
_ —9(V', A.xX ). 
From (1. I.5) we know that, A.x.Y = 0, which implies that q(H, U) ii X IIl = 0. Since g is a 
Riemannian metric and H E I'(kf'r,). we conclude that H = 0. It means that (kerir.)1 
is totally geodesic, so Al is usual product of Riemannian manifolds. Thus, it completes 
the proof. 	 0 
ii 
Generic Riemannian Submersions 
As it generalization of almost Hermitian Submersions and anti-invariant Riemannian sub-
inersions. B. 5a111n 1i1trUduced the notion of semi-1llvariant Rielhan1lli2in submersion when 
the total manifold is an almost Herlllitian manifold. He has shown that such submersions 
are useful to investigate the geometry of the total manifold of the submersion. II1 this 
chha1)ter. we introduce the h otion of it submersion from all almost Hermitian 1I1anifold onto 
a Iie1ahlit1 manifold under the assinlipt ion t hat fibers ill a generic sulhanifclds of the 
total space and call it as a generic B.iaiilaiilli.1i ui,1ii rsion, and one sees it as a generaliza-
tion of semi-invariant D1t'1liallnlal s11hrii1E'1'till)mN. Ili re we have irvuvcstD;ated the geometry 
of folivitiv,Ils Which arise front the (lefillitioln of it generic Riemannian submersion and find 
n(w0s.,.iy and sl1fli(•imt (ticfitioh1 for total manifold to l)e it generic product manifold. 
11'e also find IICcCSSafV anal sttlliCie•iit  conditions for a gclleric• RimllL1rvlian Stthiuelsion to 
be a totally geodesic Inap. The contents of this chapter are accepted for publication in 
Tanik-ulg .Journal of \lathelnatics. 
5.1 Basic Results 
In this section we ciefinc' generic Riemannain submersions from an almost Hermitian man-
ifc►Icl onto it Itieunanlliall 1lanifu1q and prove some results. First we recall the following 
definition from 13. Sabin (2O1 1 ) 
Definition 5.1.1. (B. S(h.ir►. 20/1). Let .\I be a c(nnpler ►1t-dimensional almost Her-
inituu► manifold with Hermitian metric y and almost complex structure .1 and B be 
cI Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric yr; . .1 Riemannian .submersion 7 : 
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(M, g, J) --* (B, 9B) is called a semi-invariant. Riemannian submersion if there is a dis-
tribution Dl C r(kern.) such that 
(ker7r.) = D1 ei D2 
and 
JD1 = D1, JD2 C (kerr.)1  
where D2 is the orthogonal complement of D1 in r(kerir.). 
Now we give the definition of generic Riemannian sIll)lzIarsiolis which in fact. gener-
alizes the semi-invariant. Riemannian submersions. 
Definition 5.1.2. Let Al be a complex m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold with 
Hermitian metric g and an almost complex structure J and B be a Riemannian manifold 
with Riemannian metric gj. A Riemannian submersion r :.11 --+ B is called a generic 
Riemannian submersion if there is a distribution Dl C F(kcr7r,) such that 
(kern,,) = Dl + D2 , JD, = D,, 
where D2 is the orthogonal complement of D, in r(kerir.), and is purely real distribution 
on the f tines of the submersion r. 
It is known that the distribution (kern,) is intcgrabk'. Hence above definition implies 
1hat the integral manifold (fiber) T-1 (q), q E B, of (kept.) is a generic subuianifold of 
M. For generic sulbmanifold we refer to (B. Y. Chen, 1981c). 
For any [' E F(ker7r.) we write 
JV—wL'1at'. 	 (5.1.1) 
where V E F(D1 ) and wV E I (k rr,).L . \Ve denote the complementary distribution to 
wD2 in (ker7r.)s by tp. Then we have 
(kerr.)1  = aD2 E µ, 	 (5.1.2) 
and that  tc is invariant under .1. This, for any X E r(kerr. )1  we have 
JX = BX + CX. 	 (5.1.3) 
where BX E F(D2 ) and CX E 1'(tt). 
From (5.1.1). (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) we have 
Lemma 5.1.1. For a generic Riemannian subnsersion it : i1 —* 13, we have 
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(i.) Q)D1 = DI . wDi = U. UD•., C D•.. B(ker7,.) - = D•.. 
(ii) ç + Bw = —id. C 2 + wB = —id, 
(iii) o 	= 0, BC' ---oB=0. 
\VC dt'filir tlle c:ov<u'iaiit (1U ivativt of 0 and " as follow,: 
=  'u~.;it" — 
(Vy )it" = 9(V'  U') — wtvll'. 
Then b using Lemma 1.4.2. (5.1.1) and (5.1.3). we get 
(V,-o)1V = B7 iV — T,, iiW, 
for any 1'. IF E F(kerT,). 
Next. we have' 
Lemma 5.1.2. Let Tr be generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold (Al, g, J) 
onto a Ri(rsia.nn.ian manifold (B. gy). Then 
(i) Ti olV + .A~,tt L' = CTI -II"  
and '1 -cAV -;- T,,w lt' = B7 it - + oVl it 
(ii) A..B}" 7l(V.vCY)=C(7-l(V,yY))+wA• y}. 
and V(V,y BY) +A,\•CY = B(1L(V"t Y))+oA, Y. 
(iii) A.~oV+1-l(V % wII') =C'A. 	—a(V(C.~•1')) 
for achy _l. y E r(A-,-r-,;' a 71(1 1'. 11' E r(ker-,j. 
Proof. (i) Since Al is it Kaehler manifold, then for any V IV E r(ker7r,) using (1.1.3) 
and (5.1.1) we get. 
.IV1 :it'  
= Vll" - V1yw4t". 
Further, by using Lemma 1.4.2 we get 
+ Vtt" — A,It -V +Tv~ II = J(T,.II" - V It'). 
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Since 7 	and V►.LV are the horizontal and vertical, therefore again using (5.1.1) and 
(5.1.2). we get 
Tvc-,It' + pvC ll + A ;►, 1" -,- Yhwfh" = IT1'1u" + C•T-tt•. + ovll" + wt~ ll'. 	(5.1.4) 
By comparing the vertical and horizontal parts in (5.1.4). we get, the result. 
Proof of (ii) and (iii) follows on the similar lines as in (i). 	 ❑  
Lemma 5.1.3. Let T. r : 111 —* 13 be a generic Riem.ann.iau submersion from a Karhler 
manifold (A1. g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, gn ). Then 
9(JTc ,I".~) = 9(T,JV ) 
for any L" E r(kr. ) V E h(V) and E 1'(i). 
Proof. Since Al is a. Kaeliler manifold t lien for any V E F(D1 ) and U E F(k'er7r.) using 
(1.1.3) we have 
Jv,•v = VUJ['. 
On using Lemma 1.4.2 we get 
Taking inner product with l; E F(p). we get 
9(JTuV,5) +9(JC'cu•V•~) = 9(T;JV.~) +9(Vu JV.,C). 	(5.1.5) 
Since ti is invariant under J, then the result. follows froin (5.1.5). 	 ❑  
5.2 Geometry of the Leaves of the Distributions 
In this section we obtain the conditions for the distributions D j and D2 to be integrable, 
and also discuss the totally- geodesicness of the leaves of the distributions. Since we have 
seen that the fibers of generic Riemannian submersions from Kaeliler manifolds are generic 
submanifolds and T is the second fundamental form of the fibers, we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let. rr he a generic Il i.enaannian submersion from a I aehler manifold 
(Al, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, r15 ). Then the distribution D► is integrable if 
and only if 
g(T..JlV . wU) = g(T► J1 '. wU), 	 (5.2.1) 
for any V. 1t-' E F(V1 ) and U E F(D2). 
5.2. Geometry of the Leaves of the Distributions 
Proof. Since .11 is a Kaehler manifold. then for any 1'. [t' E r(DI ). (1.1.3) and Lemma 
1.4.2 give 
J[ V. [t 	_ .I 4 [t -- .IV1{•V V 
= 1-./[t — 
— T,-.IIt% — Ti.t-J[' 	V1 .11.t' — V,t*JV. 
Therefore. 
	
— "T,ti .IV = J[". [t' + Vu Jl' — Cy .lit'. 	 (5.2.2) 
Now if DI is integrable then MV. IF] E r(D, ) as [V. IF E r(DI ). Hence in (5.2.2) right 
hand side is vertical while the left hand side is horizontal. On comparing the horizontal 
an(l vertical parts we fret 
TI -JI•1 = T►t-J[~~. 
for all.• 1'. It E I'(D1 ). In particular, we get 
g(T--I[l'1wX) = g(7j1•JV,w(') 
Conversely, suppose if (5.2.2) holds. i.e.. 
9(7 'Jlt' — T t-JV,wU) = 0, 
which show, that 
— Th , J V E r(p). 
Now for any c E 1'(lt). using Lenlnia 5.1.3 and (1.4.4) we have 
q(T•Jll' — T,l .lt'.~) = g(J7.[V — JT.V.~) 
=0, 
which implies that TI Jtt' — T,t IV = 0, for any [', If E D1 . Thus from (5.2.2), we get 
J(V. [t" = 	.Itt' — C71 JV. 
Side VyJ1[- — V1 IV lies ill r(ker r, . this implies that [V, ii] lies ill r(D1 ) and hence 
D1 is integrable. 	 C■C 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let r be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(.11.g..I) onto a Riemannian manifold (H. B ). Then the distribution D2 is integrable if 
arrcl nnity if 
Vwc V — V1 .1V ± 7'V — '[,[I' E r(D2), 	(5.2.3) 
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for ant/ 1'. IF E I'(D2). 
Proof. For any V. IF E r(D2 ), using (1.1.3), (5.1.1). (5.1.3) and Leriu►ia 1.4.2 we have 
V1 , 11" = —JVJil" 
= —J{L't c>il' — vi•~;lt) 
_  J(yIF + Vl-vll' + Aw [ 	T wlt') 
_ —(BT yfl'+CT~ Iv+¢VVQll"+w7,.0I••t' 
+ BA .tt• V + CAi1,,.V + t7 I t + W7 !w I-l~ ). 	 (5.2.4) 
Similarly, we get 
= —(BTV +CTit OV +VV it•QV + a 'Vu ' 
-- BA4•.%•It' + C'A.,t.IV + gTit wV +:eTvw~'). 	(5.2.5) 
From (5.2.4) and (5.2.5), we have 
'1 7, ll'J = B(T,t bl" — T.crII - 	,4_, Il. — Al') 
+C(7 V-Tvoll• -..LL,•lt"-A,V) 
+ Q(°iwl' - wclU' + T•a V - TvwlI V) 
+ w(t wOv — vvQll" + Th•L,:V — 7 wit"), 
for any V. It' E 1(D1 ) C I'(kerir.). As (keri,) is integrable. [V Wi E h(kerT,). Compar-
ing the vertical part. we get 
[['. IF] = B(7 % h[' — T oil" + 	— A;;►.•V) 
+ p(VW — 	 It' + Tti wV — 7'  IV). 	 (5.2.6) 
From (5.2.6) it follows that the distribution D•., is integrable if and only if 
Vu'civ — V i oW +TvwV — Twil'' E r(D2), 
for any V. IF E 1(D2 ). 
For the geometry of the leaves of the distributions Dl and Dl we have the following 
propositions: 
5.2. Geonietry of the Leaves of the Distributions 
Proposition 5.2.1. Let r be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
( -11, y, .1) onto a Riemannian ?manifold (B, gtj). Then the distribution D1 defines a totally 
geodesic foliation if and only if 
Lv1 ehlVi E F(D1 ) 
= 0• 
for any Vi . It'1 E I'(D1). 
Proof. For V1 , U E r(D1 ) using (1.1.3), (5.1.1), (5.1.3) and Lemma 1.4.2, we have 
=  
_ —J(T,oU 1 + 
_ —(B7,1 çi11 + C7 cilt'1 + cr 'cM 1 +w0v,6t 1 ). 
HIern('e. V v, it', E 1'(D1 ) if and only if ti-1 011'1 E 1(D1 ) and , which completes 
i he proof. 	 [M] 
Proposition 5.2.2. Let - be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(.11.''1• J) onto a. /?iemanflUan man fold (B, yB ). Then the distribution D2 defines a totally 
geodesic foliation if a fi ((11 r) if 
Ti 2 )tt _ • 1_11, z E F( D2) and C'~ 2 Q11"2 + Tzwit'2 = 0, 
for any V2 . It E I'(D2 ). 
Proof. The proof follows from (5.2.4). 	 ❑  
Now we discuss the geometry of the leaves f 1, l 'r and (kern)-- 
Proposition 5.2.3. Lc t ir _11 —> B be generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler 
rnanifold (11, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, g,j ). Then the distribution (ker•7r,)l 
r1i ! if( , (; futfilli) y(cod , 'U( f(1butiufi i/ and only if 
A,v BY -- RV CY E F(Ii) 
and 
VVx 13Y + ✓ . C'Y = 0, 
for any X. Y E 1(kr"r7r.)- 
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Proof For any X. Y E r(kei- r.)1 from (1.1.1) we have 
vxY = —.IV.r J}'. 
Then by using (5.1.3) and Lemma 1.4.2, we get 
V.\- Y = —J(VxBY + VxCV ) 
_ — J((A.vBY + VV-vBY) -±- (fV.VCY + A,.•C'Y" ) 
= —(BA.vBY + C'AX BY + U(VC,v-BY) + w(VC L? ' 
+ B(WVxCY) + C(HVxCY) + o(A.~CY) +w(A.yC'Y)). 	(5.2.7) 
From equation (5.2.7) it follows that (ker~.)1 defines a totally geodesic foliation if and 
only if 
B(A.,v BY + ?-LCxCY) + o(VV.r BY ± A.-CY) = 0. 
\Vhich then yields 
B(A.~ BY -.- HV.~ C'Y) = 0 
an([ 	 (VV. BY + A,x'CY) = 0. 
Hence the result. 
For the distribution (kerir.). we have 
Proposition 5.2.4. Let zr be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(.11, g, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. q,). Then the distribution (kerir.) defines a 
totally geodesic foliation if and only if 
'Tv l [% + A,.tt, V E F(V2 ) 
and 
VyQ W' +7 w[[' E h(D1 ), 
for any V 4[% E F(kerffr.). 
Proof. For any V W E F(kcrr,.) using (1.1.3), Lemma 1.4 .2 and (5.1.1), we get 
vv 1v = —Jv t•J[t. 
_ —J(O cl[' + vlt ) 
_ _J(7 1V + roll' - Awit•V + 7V) 
_ —(BTt'GW' + CTi-4ll' + UVi li + w7l.(5W 
+BA..ivI' +CA..,11 V +QT [i'+wYw[i ) 
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= —B(T-911' • A. 	— o(t~~c~14' -•- VV'  IV) 
— C(7 tt + A.V) — w(Vvc~tt' + VV~ wlt'). 	(5.2.8) 
From (5.2.8). it follows that. (ker - r.) defines a totally geodesic foliation if and only if 
.4V) + w(Vyc ll + VVl-wtt) = 0, 
which implies 
T'VW + AV E F(,.~,,D9) 
and 
tv - 61 + VV1'w'tt' E F(D). 
Hence the result 
Now. we obtain IIceesar\' and sufficient condition for generic RiemannIian submersion 
to be totally geodesic. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let T be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(.11, y. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ga). Then r is a totally geodesic map if and 
O1l1!J ?f 
7'W E I'(DI ). T-vtl' + AV E F(wD2 ), 
V t-BX + TY ,C'X E r(DI ) and 713X +- Ac •.,( V E F(u.'D2). 
for any X E r(ker-. J and V. it' E r(kr-r. ). 
Proof. Since i is  RiEH1Rnnlan slb)n1ersion. we have 
(V;.)(,1.Y)=0. 	 (5.2.9) 
for all X. Y E I'(k( r.)-. For any V. IV E F(kcr -r.) using (1.1.3). (3.1.4), Lemma 1.4.2 
and (5.1.1). we get. 
(Vr,)(V. it') =  
= —7r.(—JV t•JIF) 
= ir.(JVs, ((PIF + ;A'1V)) 
= TB7 v41' + CTi (lt') + (4V Olt' +wC7~. t') 
+ (B..Nt-I' — C'A.•I,, V) + (çT: [t'  
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Thus (V7r,)(1 -. [[') = 0 if and only if 
+ T'wlt') + C(T cal[' + A~ t V) = 0. 	(5.2.10) 
On the other hand. using (1.1.1). Lemma 1.4.2 and (5.1.3) for any X E P(kerr,)L and 
V E r(kerir.), we get 
(V7.)(V. X) = —7,(7 k - X ) 
_ —ir,(—JV l;.JX) 
_ 7r,(J(V %'BX +V l,CX)) 
= 7C, ((B T 1. 1jX + CT - 13X) + (QDI' BX + wV I' B:k' ) 
+ (BAc .~V + CA( ,,t V) + (07j,CX -t- w7 CX)). 
Thus (VT,)(V,X) = 0 if and only if 
w(V1,BX +T.CX)+C(T•BX AV) = 0. 	(5.2.11) 
The result then follows from (5.2.9). (5.2.10) and (5.2.11). 	 n 
We recall that a Riemannian submersion from a Rleniannlan manifold (A!. l) onto a 
Riemannian manifold (B, 98) is called a Riemannian sul)inersion with totally umbilical 
fibres if 
T , [[ = y(['. [V)H. 	 (5.2.12) 
for L%', [t' E F(kerr,), where H is mean curvature vector field of the fibres (B. Sabin, 
2011). 
WC, Own have 
Proposition 5.2.5. Let T he a generic Riemannian submersion with totally umbilical 
fibres from a liachler manifold (:11, q..1) onto a Riemannian manifold (B.gB), then H E 
F(D2 ). 
Proof. From (1.1.3). we have 
V I-ill- = ,Jvt.[[', 
for any V, [[ E F(DI ). Now using (5.1.1) and (5.1.3) we obtain 
T-J[[•" + t,~J[S' = J(7'. 	± pv[[') 
= B7 U' + CT-[[' GC's U + wV~ i['. 	(5.2.13) 
Taking inner product in (5.2.13) with X E I'(tt) and then using (5.2.12) we get 
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q(Tt J1l', _Y) = y(CTi lt'. X) 
g(V. J11*)y(H, X) = g(JT.11'. X), 
y(V..JIV).g(H. X) = —q(T.lt'. JX). 
q(V, Jil')g(H. X) = —g([', U')g(H, ix). 	 (5.2.14) 
Interchanging V and lt' in (5.2.14), we get. 
	
q(W. JV)g(H. X) = —g(l'. ll')g(H, J.\) 	 (5.2.15) 
Combining (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) we get g(H. JX) = 0, which shows that. H E F(wD2). O 
5.3 Decomposition Theorems on Generic Riemannain Submer-
SionS 
I11 this Secl i()li '.VC obtain a result oil the fibres of the generic Riemannian submersion to 
he the locally Riemannian product.. Also we obtain sonic decomposition theorems for the 
total space of the submersions. 
From Proposition 5.2.1 and Proposition 5.2.2. we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let r be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(.11. q. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B, IB). Then the fibers of r are the locally Rie-
mannian product of leaves of D1 and D, if and only if 
; cifVi E F(D1). TC'1 0l'V1 = 0, 
.,4... i t 212 E F (w D2 ) and V ~ l ç~ l t%l + 'T 	..-: — 0, 
for unt1 t. 	E I'(D1 ) 1.. U E F(D2). 
From Theorem 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.2.3. we have the following deconiposition 
theorem for the total space: 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let r be a generic Riemannian submersion from a Kaehler manifold 
(:11, y. J) onto a Riemannian manifold (B. ge). Then the total space Al is a generic 
product manifold of the leaves of D1 . D> and (/,:Trir.)l, i.e., :11 = 	X 1llp, X Al(ker ..) 
if and only if 
E I(D,). T~•1 vll', = 0. 
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T,y.)II2 --- A~.it:2 V2 E I'(wD2). 17,.(.>II 2 + 	11* = 0 
A.~ BY + 7-LV., CY E h(Ez) and VV, . BY + A.~CY = ft 
for any V1 . It"1 E r(D1 ), t . I 	E r(D2), and X. Y E F(kerc.)1. where .111,,, AID2 and 
:11(k,rn ,l~ are leaves of the distributions D I . D, and (ker7r. )-- re.spectir ely. 
From Proposition 5.2.3 and Proposition 5.2.4. we have 
Theorem 5.3.3. Let 7r be a generic Riemannian submersion from. a Kaehler manifold 
(:11, q, J) onto a Riemannian manifold (13, gf 3 ). Then. Al is gei-1'ic product manifold 
.11 = M(Arrr.) x =1I(ker,,. )1 if and only if 
A,tBY+7-1V.~CY E F(p). VV,v BY +A.vCY = 0 
T ,O11' + Akjj-1 E 1'(.V2) af.d V,'Gll' — V'U' e I'D, ). 
for any X. Y E r(ker7r.)1 and L'. IS E r(ker7r,). zrhrr( .''(&,,. ;.} and .11 k ,_,~ ). are the 
leaves of the distribution (ker7r.) and (ker7r+ )1 respectively. 
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DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS ON CR-SUBMERSIONS OF KAEHLER 
MANIFOLDS 
SIIAHIU ALI AND TANVFFR FATIMA 
A135TKACT In this paper we consider the Riemannian submersions of CR-submanifolds 
of Kaehler and obtain product theorem on such submersion by imposing conditions on 
CR-submanifold and its distribution. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of submersion rr of a Riemannian manifold M onto a Riemannian manifold B 
was initiated by O'Niell [10]. A submersion gives rise to two distributions on M which 
we call horizontal and vertical distributions of which the vertical distribution is always 
integrable and gives rise to fibres of the submersion which are closed submanifolds of M. 
A. Be;ancu [1] defined a special class of submanifolds of an almost Hermitiar. manifold, 
of which both the class of complex submanifolds as well as totally real submanifolds be-
come particular class. He named this special class of submanifolds as CR-submanifolds. 
On a CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold M with almost complex structure / there 
exist two orthogonal complementary distributions D and D- on M, D being invari-
ant under J and P being totally real and always integrable [2], [31, [5]. Kobayshi (9] 
observed this similarity between the total space of the submersion it : M 	B and the 
CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold M in terms of distributions. He considered the 
submersion it : M — B of a CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold onto an almost 
Hermitian manifold B such that the distributions D and D1  on M become respectively 
the horizontal and vertical distributions required by the submersion it and it restricted 
to V becomes a complex isometry [9], that is, -r.oJ = Jo7. on D, where J and J' are 
complex structure of M and B respectively. He has proved that in such a situation B 
becomes a Kaehler manifold and obtained a relation between the holomorphic sectional 
curvatures of M restricted to P and B. 
Motivated by the importance of submersions, in this paper we have investigated the CR-
submersions of Kaehler manifolds. Section 2 deals with some of known results given by 
Kobayashi [9] and O'Niell [10], which are needed for further investigations. The geom-
etry of CR-submanifold has been studied in Section 3 and a number of decomposition 
theorems have been proved here. 
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Abstract 
Anti invariant and Lagrangian Riemannian submersions from nearly Kaehler 
manifolds have been studied and the integrability conditions for the two distributions 
of such submersions have been obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently B. Sahin [I I ] has introduced the notion of Riemannian submersion from 
an almost Hermitian manifold to it Riemannian manifold under the assumption that 
fibers are anti-invariant with respect to the complex structure of the almost Hermitian 
manifold. In turn, this assumption implies that the horizontal distribution which arise 
due to the submersion is not completely invariant under the action of the almost com-
plex structure of the total space of such a submersion. Contrary to the outcome of the 
concept of an almost Hermitian submersion which shows that both the vertical and 
horizontal distributions are invariant under J. [Let 1I be a complex zn-dimensional 
almost Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric q and almost complex structure .1 
and B he it complex it-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold with metric !I)s and 
almost complex structure X. A Riemannian submersion - : !t! -a B is called an al-
most Hermitian submersion if r is an almost complex mapping, i.c . ,T. o.J = J' o r. j. 
He has named this submersion as anti-invariant Riemannian submersion. In fact he 
studies the anti-invariant Riemannian submersions by choosing the total space to be it 
Kaehler manifold. In general, the almost Hermitian submersions are used to describe 
the geometry of the base manifolds [3). [121. While the anti-invariant Riemannian 
submersions, serve to describe the geometry of total space. It is also noted that the 
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